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The immediate cause of death was
hemorrhage of the brain, which occurred Saturday last. Oodkln suffered
a eimilar stroke two years ago, Imt
recovered sufficiently to go to England
in 1901. He was in his 71st year.

The Volcano is Not so

MANY WASHOUTS.

the senate decided when It adinurnn on
May 23 it will be until the following
Monday In order that the nennle mlelit
attend the ceremonies.

PRISONER
Was Ultimately Filled
With Lead.

Heavy Rains in Wisconsin and Oklahoma Caused Damage.
Lacrosse, Wis.. May 21. A continuous rainfall of six hours caused a numon roads entering
Material is Arriving for the ber of washouts
Loubet Reviewed
and today traffic is practically President
demoralized.
At Houston, Minn., the
Smelter.
whole town is practically under water.
the Troops.
Hoot river, a small stream in eastern
Minnesota., is on a rampage and much
Many Washouts and Much Damage damage is feared.
Total Loss by Fire of a Newspaper
Storm in Oklahoma.
by Heavy Rairs.
Plant.
C.uthrie, O. T., May 21. A heavy
wind and rain storm passed over Oklahoma last night, washing out bridges,
E. L. GODKIN DEAD.
REVOLUTIONARY
NEIGHBORS.
wrecking several houses and damaging cropj badly. No fatalities are re
ported.
Paris, May 21. Governor L'Huerre,
Canton, Ohio. May 21. At the counHard on the Professor.
of the island of Martinique, in a cable
ty workhouse this morning Charles
dispatch from Fort De France, dated
The uncertain volcano that desolates Glgante, a prisoner, snatched a revolvTuesday, May 20, confirms the Asso- the editorial columns of the Albuquer- er from a guard and shot and instantly
ciated Press dispatches yesterday, que Journal-Democra- t
admits that it is killed George J aeons, a former guard,
saying at 5:15 o'clock yesterday morn- somewhat "off" on grammar, but it but lately foreman of the company
ing the same phenomena appeared as does not seem to realize that it is short which holds a prison labor contract.
on the morning of May 8. There were on common sense and the refining in Then Gigante fired at Homer Stone, a
rains ol stones, flasnes of light and fluences of civilisation, also. Las guard, inflicting two wounds from
sounds of explosions In the direction Vegas Record.
which he will likely die.
Several
of Mont Pelee. The population of Fort
guards closed in on Gigante and filled
De France was panic stricken. Later
him with lead. There is no chance for
WILL GO REPUBLICAN.
dispatches, under yesterday's date, say
his recovery. There was much excite
fire is falling at La Carbet and the inment among the prisoners, but with
habitants and troops have evacuated
the aid of the local police, order was
the place. No further fatalities have E. W. Fox, United States Land Regis- restored and none escaped.
occurred.

Active.

Ln-cros-

Eruption Was Violent.
Fort De France, Martinique. May 21.
Yesteday's eruption from Mont Pelpe
was violent in the extreme. Colossal
columns of volcanic matter were ejected from the volcano, which rained
t
huge
boulders, many feet in
diameter, on the ruins of St. Pierre,
and the country near it, from an enormous elevation and with fearful velocity. The volcanic clouds advanced until they reached Fort De France.
The spectacle was appalling and beyond description. The whole popula
tion of Fort De France was thrown
into a frenzy and panic, during which
soldiers, police, men and women, all
terrified, frantic, weeping and praying,
rushed through the streets, while over
head the glowing, fiery clouds rolled
relentlessly and rained down stones,
,
still hot, and ashes.
The ruins left standing at St. Pierre
after the first great disaster are nearly
razed. Millions of tons of ashes cover
the ruined city. Further south smaller
stones destroyed the houses, but the
brave villagers stuck to their homes.
A Great Eruption.
Kingston, Island St. Vincent, Monday, May 19. A great eruption of
volcano occurred last night.
Throughout Sunday the adjoining districts trembled and some shocks were
felt here. Smoke issued from the craters and fissures of the mountain and
the atmosphere throughout the island
of St. Vincent was exceedingly? hot.
Ashes fell from 10 o'clock until midnight. The inhabitants are frenzied
Reports
with fear at the outbreak.
from districts in the vicinity of the
volcano, say the rumblings of the craters was appalling and that streams of
lava are flowing down the mountain
side. Villagers are pouring into Kingston for safety.
red-ho-

Sou-frier-

v

e

HE VISITS DENVER.

Czar Entertained President Loubet in
Fine Style.
Tsarskoe-Selo- ,
Russia, May 21. The
czar. President Loubet, the czarina and

The omnibus statehood bill as passed
the house of representatives em
braces the three original bills offered
on behalf of New Mexico, Arizona and
Oklahoma and contains their provis
Ions intact. The bill provides that the
constitutional convention of New Mex
ico is to consist of 111 delegates, based
on a population of 1,950, or fraction of
400 or over, for each delegate, accord
ing to the last census. The counties
will be entitled to the following repre
sentation:
Bernalillo, 13; Chaves, 3; Colfax, 6;
Dona Ana, 6; Eddy, 2; Grant, 6; Oaucf-alupe. 3; Luna, 2; Lincoln, 4; McKln-ley- ,
2; Mora, C; Otero, 3; Rio Arriba,
7; San Juan, 3: San Miguel, 12; Santa
Fe, 8; Sierra, 2; Socorro, 7; Taos. 6;
Union, 3; and Valencia, 7 delegates.
These delegates shall lie elected on the
sixth Tuesday after the passage of the
act, the proclamation for the election
to be issued within twenty days after
the passage of the act. The delegates
to this convention shall meet at Santa
Fe on the third Monday after their
election. The bill makes provision for
certain guarantees in respect to race
and religious toleration, territorial
debts, public schools, public lands, etc.
The corf titutlon shall be voted upon
at a popular election held on a day set
by the constitutional convention. The
bill also provides for large land grants
to the different territorial institutions,
and enumerates federal officials who
shall be appointed tor the new state
and the establishment of district and
United States courts. The bill carries
$30.oo0 for the expenses of the constitutional convention.
by

dowager czarina attended a great review of troops today. His majesty was
on horseback, and Mr.' Loubet, the
czarina, dowager czarina and Grand
Duchess Sergius, In a carriage, passed
down the front of the troops attended
by brilliant suites. The imperial and
presidential cortege received an ovation from the large crowds of people
which assembled to witness the military display.
NEWSPAPER
A

In

Worcester,

.Mass.
Worcester, Mass., May 21. The four-storbrick building owned by John E.
Day and occupied by the Spy composing and press rooms, and the wholesale bouse for E. G. Hlgglns vVall Paper company, was destroyed by fire
early today. The flames spread to the
Dickinson & Flagg building north and
soutn of the burning building, and to a
three-storframe dwelling on Eden
street, occupied by two families who
escaped. The insurance of the Spy
company is $30,0oo and its loss is total.
The losses on the Day buildings are esy

timated at $150,000 to $200,000. This
does not include the damage to stocks.
It was nearly 4 o'clock when the fire
was brought under cotnrol.
Revolutionary Neighbors.
Port Au Prince, Hayti, May 21. The
army of the north numbering aliout
4.000 men, and commanded by General
Firmln, the most powerful candidate
for the presidency of Hayti, arrived today at Arcahaie, a two days' march
from here. The provisional governCurious Cloud.
SCRAPE.
ment summoned all citizens to defend
SHOOTING
St. Thomas D. W. I.. May 21. It is
capital and as a result the entire
the
reported here from St. Kitts, in
population of Port Au Prince is now
islands that Monday night and
arras.
Tuesday morning noises similar to Battle Between Officers and Men under
those beard on May 8 were again audiWILL RETURN IT.
ble, but with louder and greater disThey Seek to Take at San
Some houses there were
tinctness.
Conference Disapproved of Action in
Lorenzo.
slightly shaken by the concussion.
Securing an Appropriation.
From the British island of Antigua
Dallas. Texas, May 21. In the genand the French island of Guadeloupe,
eral conference of the Methodist Episloud detonations from the southeast
ONLY ONE PERSON INJURED.
copal church, south, the McMurray
are reported.
The report from the
compromise paper on the war claim
effect
to
is
the
Dominica
island
British
matter, as amended last night by the
curious,
morning
a
Tuesday
that
little village of San Lorenzo, on adoption of the Jordan clause, was acfiery cloud, surmounted by theThe
Mimbres river, was the scene of a cepted as a substitute for both the
fleecy whitecaps, was seen from rather
exciting affray' last Saturday original majority and minority reports
Domin(on
coast
of
the west
Roseau
night, or rather Sunday morning, and of the publishing committee. The et
ica) in th southeast. This phenom- the
only wonder is that there are not feet of the paper adopted is to censure
enon caused alarm at Dominica and fatalities
to report, says the Silver any agents of the church who acted
especially as lightning followed in its City Independent.
improperly in procuring an appropria
wake.
There was a big Mexican baile there tion from congres: endorses the offer
on the evening named, which
was of the bishops to
the entire sum
Outbreak Modifying.
largely attended from different por- to the general government of the Unit
Port of Spain, Trinidad, May 21.
The further outbreak of Soufriere vol- tions of the river. Everything went ed States if the senate says it should ;
cano on the Island of St. Vincent, yes- along nicely until near daybreak Sun- makes the action of the bishops the
terday, is now apparently modifying. day moriiing. when some trouble arose action of the general conference, ami
While it lasted there were heavy ex- largely due to some of the participants of the Methodist Episcopal church,
plosions and discharges of electro fire indulging too freely in liquor. Deputy south, which legalizes their future ac
Sheriff Eautino Olguin, with a posse, tion in the premises.
,
at night.
went to arrest one of tne offenders,
Reaching This Country.
Baptists in Session.
whereupon one Bartole Sals, who was
St. Paul. May 21. Eight hundred
Atlanta. Ga.. May 21. A special a friend of the man the officers were
from St. Augustine. Fla., says: Almost after, interfered and refused to allow delegates were present when the first
anpresumably
of the officers to proceed.
An attempt tegular session ot the eighty-nttcontinuous chocks.
earthquake, were heard here from 9 was then made to take Sais into cus- nual convention of the American Baptody. Sals by this tune had secured a tist Missionary Union was called to
o'clock until midnight last night.
H. E. Kirk, of
Winchester, and opened fire on Olguin order this morning.
and his assistants.
The officers re- Pennsylvania, delivered the annual ad
MATERIAL ARRIVING.
turned the fire, and a fusilade ensued, dress and the reports of secretary and
Work Will Begin at Once on the Algo a number of shots being exchanged on treasurer were presented.
both aides.
clones Smelter.
Fortunately it was very dark at the
STOOD BY MILES.
Special to The Citizen.
Alsodones, X. M.. May 20 The first time, and witn the single exception of
for tue .New Mex a bullet which struck the magazine of Wellington Thinks His Request Should
car load of matt-riawild. The
Have Been Granted.
ico Smelter and Refining company ar- Sais' gun. the bullets went
Washington. May 21. In the senate
shot which struck the gun burstcd it.
rived here tonight, and will be unload- Knocking
it from Ids bands anil putting today Mr. Hale, of Maine, oflered and
The grading work has
ed tomorrow.
Mr. A. J. Frank is here an end to the figiit, as Sais thereupon the senate adopted a resolution dec darcommenced.
to run away, but was overtaken ing the senate of the United States
and will push the work on the smelter tritddubbed
into submission. Sais was views with satisfaction and proffers its
electric light and water works plant and
badly bruised up. as in addition congratulations on the appearance (
as fast as possible. Mr. Engles will Quite
rerehing a number ot wounda on the Cuban republic among the nations
arrive here tomorrow from Xew York to
bead as a result of the clubbing at of the world.
and will start a general merchandise the
A communication from the secretary
the
hands of the officers, fragments of
up.
put
can
be
building
soon
a
as
Store
the bullets struck him in the aims and of state was presented announcing the
unveiling of the statue of Marshal
hands.
E. L. Godkin Dead.
of Fiance, in WashingPublic sentiment Is with Deputy Ol- Ro hamhr-auNew York. May SI. E. L. Godkin.
formerly editor of the New York Eve- guin. who had no other course to pur- ton, on Saturday.
On motion of Mr. Cullom, of Illinois,
ning Post, died last night in England. sue than the one be did.
Leo-mar-

d

l

,
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BURNED OUT

Serious Loss by Fire

"Cyrano de Bergerac"
Case Decided.

MUSIC AND ART.

Seats.

MEMORIAL

REVIEWED THE TROOPS.

1

DurillE the flnlinln nn Iho Phil!
bill. Mr. Wellington criticised the administration for refusing to send General Miles to the Plillinnlnea In an en
deavor to end the war; also the inten
tion to retire Miles. He said it was
evident the war department preferred
Chaffee. Smith and Bell. He said the
American people bavins "placed the
connr anove tne man is responsible
for the present Philippine policy.

Contract Approved for Leasing Rooms
ts the University.
The library commissioners met last
evening and approved the contract
under which the University of New
Mexico secures all rooms In the library
building not used by the library in order to establish a department of music
and art. The university takes the
rooms for one year with the privilege
of renewing it from year to year, provided, it dees not Intcifcre v.ith the
worktr.fr of the library.
Mator Myers presided and Mrs. H.
II. Rty was elected temporary secretary and John H. Stlugle temiorary
treasBrer, pending the final reorganization of the board.
Sheriff Hubbell, who was at Socorro
the past few days, returned to the city
this morning.

ter at Clayton, Interviewed.

NOT

NUMBER 151

DAY.

Governor Otero Issues His Decoration Day Proclamation.

The House Decided Contested

Conference

Did Not Approve of

the

War Cairn- DEFENDED

MIlES.

Chicago. May 21. United States District Judge Kohlsaat today issued a
perpetual injunction against the pro
duction in the United States, of Ed
mum! Rostrand's play "Cyrano De Iter
gcrac" in a suit brought against Rich
ard Mansfield and A. M. Palmer by
Samuel Enerly Gross, of Chicago.
GroFa is the author of a drama entl
tied, "The Merchant Prince of Corn- vllle," the leading character of which
was distinguished by the big nose that
This drama,
made Cyrano famous.
Gross maintained, was printed and in
private circulation some time before
the appearance of the celebrated
French play, and, according to expert
testimony, was the basis of Rostrand's

this, the

MISS MARTIN DEAD.
Sister of Mrs. McFarland and Mrs.

Walsh.
This morn!ng at 3 o'c lock. Miss Emma M. Martin died at St. Joseph's sanitarium, this being the first death In
the institution. She was operated on
f..-tumor and failed to rally from the
hoek.
Miss Martin came here about.
mi int li ago from Monett. Mo., and was
:,
years old. She was a sister of Mr.
Walsh and Mrs. P. J. Mc Farland
ni tills city.
The funeral services will be held toAt 8:30 o'clock the
rn. mow morning.
aX will be made from the home of
Mi.-- .
Walsh, "ot! North Second street
and the services will be held at the
Conception
(hureh of Immaculate
Interment will
;.ri inptly at 9 o'clock.
.

i

;:l

I,,

Santa Barbara.
pall bearers will be

E. Sheelle,
McCanna. Edward McGuire.
Thomas F. Keleher, Jacob Loebs aiid
I' .1. Powers.
I

V

In- -

rock and pot gay with Special Officer
Barton. Janu s Morjian was given ten
days on the same charge.
The case of Andrew Geary, a colored
man, who has neen here for some time
and who is charged with having no vis
ible means of support, was continued
until 5 o'clock this afternoon.
P. F. McCanna, secretary of the Ter
ritorial Fair association, is at home
sick. He is suffering with qulnsey.

POST IS ASSURED.
The Committee Made a Detailed Re

work.

Witness my hand and the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
(Seal)
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
Governor of New Mexico.
Rv the governor:
.1. W. RAYNOI.DS.
Secretary of New Mexico.

A

In Police Court.

Harry Shea, charged with commit
ting a nuisance, was given thirty days
In police court this morning. James
Morton, hl3 partner, was given ten
days for being drenk and disorderly.
decree V. Wa'shinton, vagrant, was
given thirty days. He picked up a big
.

Will Pay Gross.
Denver, May 21. When seen by a
REMEMBER THE DEAD.
representative of the Associated Press
today, Richard Mansfieiu, who Is playing here, said the decision of Judge
Governor Otero Issued the following Kohlsaat today would have no effect
Memorial day proclamation:
on the production in the United States
We are fast approaching the day of the play, Cyrano De Bergerac"
moBt dear to the patriotic people of further than in the future Gross will
this country; the day Bet apart by law receive the royalties instead of Ros- and by custom to be devoted to the trand.
memory of the illustrious soldiers and
sailors who have given up their lives
DECIDED CONTESTS.
In the cause of their country. As we
have celebrated the day through many "Jawn Jay" Lentz Failed to Break Into
years past and gone, let us again meet
Congress.
and by honoring tho memory of the
Washington. May 21. The house todead ienjw tho patriotic fires within day received official notification
of the
our hearts, and rededlcate our lives to J. exercises attending the unveiling
of
in
republican
liberty
cause
of
and
the
statue of Marshal De Rochambeau
the
give
us
and
fullest
Let
the
stitutions.
Washington on Saturday next.
tenderest recognition to the fact that
On motion of Mr. Payne, of New
who
in
the York,
our soldiers and sailors
the house agreed to adjourn over
freely
gave
up
past
their lives
wars
Friday to Monday In order to
from
enjoy
the take part
that we might continue to
in the exercises.
gave
government,
blessings of a free
The house agreed to a resolution
all they had to give; that they made seating Charles B. Thomas from the
the supremest sacrifice fhat man can Third North Carolina district; also
be called upon to make, and that upon seating Emmett Tompkins from the
us rests the most solemn obligation Twelfth Ohio district, whose seat was
not only to remember their sufferings contested by John J. Lentz; also con
and their sacrifices, and pay due honor firming the right of Rhea, of the Ninth
to their memory, but also to observe Virginia district. The Immigration bill
and perpetuate pure and spotless the was then taken up. Mr. Shattuck. of
government for which they gave their Ohio, making an elaborate speech in
lives:
favor of the hill.
Now. therefore, I , Miguel A. Otero,
governor of the territory of New MexiColombia's Troubles.
co, do recommend that upon Friday,
Colombia, May 21. The
Panama,
people
May.
1902.
day
the
of
ihe 2oth
government
began to leave Pan
forces
unnecall
of the territory refrain from
6 o'clock yesterday morning. In
ama
at
amusepublic
essary labor, and all
all about 2.0U0 men under command
ments, and in tender memory of our of
Amaya and Salazar and
heroic dead soldiers and sailors, recall willGenerals
proceed against the Insurgents.
their sufferings and achievements,
whb h have shed such luster upon the
STATEHOOD BILL
valor, fortitude and humanity of the
American soldiers and sailors; that
you Join with the Grand Army of the
Republic and other patriotic societies Provides for Constitutional Conven
in a proper observance of the day, and
with song and speech and bright flowtion of Delegates to be Held in
ers give expression to your reverence
you
gave
to
who
gratitude
those
to
and
Santa Fe.
nature's last sad sacrifice. Remember
who
wars
past
of
kindly the survivors
still abide with us, and hold up the
CERTAIN SAFEGUARDS.
hands of those who are still bearing
the flag aloft.
Done at the executive office,
10th day of May. A. D. 1902.

out favorably, fo far as prices are con
cerned. The dryness during the lamb
season was not expected and while
we have in the last week or two had
slight rains, the ground is not as wet
as it is here. There will be 2.000,000
pounds of wool sold at Clayton, the
wool center of Its section, at prices
ranging around 14 cents a pound. In
regard to cattle, yearlings have mostly
sold at good figures. The company In
which Governor Richards of Wyoming.
Is Interested has bought a large number of cattle."
Mr. Fox is accompanied by his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Fox are entertaining Mrs.
Crandall. of California. The party will
remain in Denver until tomorrow.
penvcr Republican.

F.

Mrs. Learned Dangerously III.
i
This afternoon Mrs. W. P. Fox
ived a telegram from Denver convey,
iiin tiie sad intelligence that h'.r daughter. Mrs. E. H. Learned, U very ill
i!inl not expected to live. Miss Mabel
'o is now In Denver with her sister,
and Mr. and Mrs. Fox will leave
le-i--

New Mexico will go republican next
fall, and Delegate Rodey, in all proba
bility, will be
to congress,'
said Edward W. Fox, register of the
United States land office at Clayton
N. M. Mr. Fox is registered at the
Albany hotel and yesterday afternoon
spoke of the political situation In his
territory and told of the prosperous
summer awaiting not only the stockmen but the territory, as a whole.
"The efforts of Delegate Rodey toward obtaining statehood for New
Mexico," said Mr. Fox, "have been well
received, and although it is doubtful
whether we will be taken into the sisterhood of states this year, we are well
satisfied by the fight made Iq congress.
We are solidly republican In the territory and those people who have said in
congress that we have not a republican majority are badly mistaken. The
territory now goes with the administration by a comfortable majority, but
should it be created a state New Mexico would be overwhelmingly republican. Rodey ought to be
and
I believe, although there will be many
aspirants for the place, that he will be.
As for Jerry Simpson and the talk that
he will become politically active, we
have enough timber of our own; we
don't need carpet Jiaggera.
"Governor Otero has made an excel-len- t
governor. The judiciary has given the utmost satisfaction, every one
being a capable man.
"It is surprising to me the number of
people coming iuto the territory to
live. The recordsi of the Clayton land
office will show fully a third mure than
the highest former record. Many of
them are coming, settling along the
Rock Island road and homesteads are
being taken up rapidly.
"Tne wool season is going to turn

port Last Evening.
EVERYTHING ENCOURAGING.

There was a good attendance at the
Commercial club last nlgTit to hear the
report of the committee sent to Washington to see alout the post location.
Judge

B. S.

Baker made the chief

re- - '

port and he gave in detail the work of
each member of the committee. Ha'
said Secretary Root will support the
army lioard in its recommendation and
so will many members of congress who
were interviewed. Secretary Root said
the appropriation will not be made at
this .session.
Captain" Dame Void of his interview
with the president, who was sure the
recommendation of the board would
not lie overlooked. Mr. Dame said that
any influence that would take the post
from Albuquerque will take It, from
New Mexico.
Dr. Pearce had given his time and

attention to the climatic features. Surgeon General Sternberg told him he
had nothing to do with the matter, but
Dr. Bushnell had been sent on bis suggestion after protests were received
from Las Vegas. General Sternberg
would not say anything regarding the
acceptance of the report or subsequent
action.
Mr. Marron gave the details of his
conversation with General MacArthur.
The part of Dr. Bushnell's report relating to Albuquerque was read by Secretary McCanna.
Mr. Fcrgusson movad a vote of
thanks to the committee for their efficient services and the committee was
continued with Instructions to take
what steps might seem wise.
Tho physicians present said the medical men of the city can be depended
upon to prepare a report on actual climatic conditions that can not be questioned. A committee consisting of E.
S. Stover, Dr. James A. Wroth and 8.
Neustadt. was appointed to make a report on some plan to determine the
question of water supply on the mesa.
It Is probable a well will be sunk to a
depth that will enable the engineers to
determine exact conditions. Dr. Wroth
said tnat within a few days a detailed
analysis will be received from one of
the leading chemists of the country.
TAX SUITS HEARD.
Judge Baker Disposed of Many Cases
This Morning.
This morning in the suits of the
Territory against T. B. Catron and the
estate of Louis H lining, to collect taxes
on a land grant a demurer to the complaint was sustained on the ground the
assessment was erroneously made. In
the suit for personal taxes against E.
Montfort. judgment by default for $ 400
was rendered. In a similar suit against
v.. H. Cobb, Judgment for $lt;o was
given. The suit for taxes against the
Sandia Mining company was dismissed
as the property of the defendants has
dissolved. A motion to dismiss the appeal from probate court in the suit of
Juana Aragon de Lucero against
George E. Lewis, administrator, was
denied.

For Insane Asylum.
Deputy Sheriff C. E. Newcomer and
Jailer Lucero left this morning for Las
Vegas, where they will turn over to
the insane asylum authorities two sisters, Epimlnla and Felipa Venivldez.
who have been in the county jail here
the past year, kept there so long from
tho fact that Bernalillo county's quota
was filled at the asylum. The sisters
are from Pena Blanca and are old
maids, both claiming to be. however,
only y and 5 years of age respectively.
Henrv Myers Alive.

Henry Myers, manager of tue Lion
store, is still being annoyed by the
report that he was stabbed and every
day brings inquiries to him. The Myers
killed was an old man in Grant county and Mr. Myers here Is very much
alive and in good health.

,

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1902
CLOUDCROFT

The Alvarado Pharmacy

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudrroft will open
on June 1. the lodge, dining nail and
lunch counter having been placed tinPURE DRUGS,
der the able management of the popu A
Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.
PERFUMES,
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
TOILtl ARTICLES.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
WE CUAUANTEKt SATISFACTION.
has been heralded far and wide, and
in
patrons may rest assured its reputamoney you
Prescription Druggists
BRIGGS
B.
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive improvements have
!
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
merv .tteaa
acts
and entertainment.
iellows
legislature and has visited every por- amusements
tHiUtj (lifijr'fj tion of New Mexico, and he has never For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft,
information regarding this
furnish)
will come
seen a Mormon In ail that time. If or fartherresort,
call on nearest coupon
any Mormons hid out any- summer
are
there
agent,
or
address,
3:cCKEIGHT,
Publishers where In this territory they have not ticket
HUGHES &
A. N. DHOWN,
conclusion
mnde themselves visible to the people.
A., E. P It. I. Route,
G.
P.
.
.
.
Its
Editor
snys
Hughes
makes
it
News
that
Tboa.
The
El Paso, Texas.
on th? "solemn warning" of sevo
W. T. McCrsight. Mgr. and City Ed. eral missionary
If this Is
societies.
BusintBti Opening, $5, COO.
60, it shows that New Mexico Is being
is a chance lor some one to
Here
Publlshe Daily and Weekly.
missionby
the
outrageously slandered
a well established and very
purchase
money
get
their
for
ary societies to
profitable business in a first class mintreasuries.
ing town in Arizona at a bargain. It Is
a $5,000 proposition, including
about
You fine up to date stock, three lots, large
Cosmopolitan
Mail
No man can cure consumption.
Associated Prces afternoon dispatches
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Paper
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Sale Price
ever saw a tramp of that nationality.
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White's Cream
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The daily newspapers are crowded being the best of all worm destroyers, O TOPSY HOSIERY. THE BEST 0
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Spanish; Mrs. Grace n. Hall, fifth and
sixth grades; Miss Gertrude Madnle.
third and fomth grades; Miss Klla
Merger, first and second grades; Mrs.
When the stomach Is weak your
Dora C. Fletcher, kindergarten, and
food remains undigested, and ycu
Miss Myrtle Boyle,
Fourth ward
lail to receive the proper nourishteacher.
ment from it. Try a dose of
Stor-acSpring Ailments.
Bitteraafter each
meal. It will aid the stomach In Its
There Is an aening and tired feeling;
work
digestion
of
and prevent Dysthe liver, bcwels and kidneys become
pepsia, Constipation, Biliousness
sluggish and inactive, the digestion imand Nervousness.
paired, with little cr no nrpotite. no
Try It.
ambition for anything, and a feeling
that the whole body and mind needs
HOSTETTER'S
toning up. The trouble is. that during
Does not depend on the start but on the winter, there has been an accumulaSTOMACH BITTERS
matter in the system.
finish. It's staying power which carries tion of waste remove
will
it,
secure
Herblne
to
the
many a runner to victory. It's like that
a right exit, and by its tonic
in business. Many a man starts off in secretions
effect, fully restore the wasted tissues gotten her to Jail and assigned an apthe race for business success with
give strength In place of weak- artment there to her special use, she
burst of 6peed which seems to assure and
50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, became more voluble and vile than she
victory. Presently be begins to falter ness.
was polite, whereby the sheriff made
and at last he falls and fails. The cause ? B. Ruppc.
o
liberal use of a nearby water hose and
Generally "stomach trouble." No man
SANTA FE.
finally succeeded In cooling the temper
Is stronger than his stomach. Business
of the fiery Cam'lle.
haste leads to careless and irregular eat- From the New Mexican.
Mrs. carl Ecklund entertained on
ing. The stomach and other organs of
The large addition to the warehouse Saturday afternoon with a guessing
digestion and nutrition liecome diseased.
Leo
on
of
San
Hersch
street
Francisco
contest, known as the "Wonderful
The body is inadequately nourished and
has been completed, excepting the Trunk." Mrs. J. (1. Harshaw carried
so grows weak.
roof.
off first prize, an embroidered center
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Word was received in this city that piece; Mrs. A. W. Thompson secured
cures diseases of the stomach and other
baby
a
girl
was
born
to second, a pair of sterling silver curling
organs of digestion and nutrition.
It
strengthens the stomach and so strength- Mrs. Schram. of Trinidad, who former- Irons, and Mrs. E. W. Fox third, a
ly
lived in at Santa Fe.
ens the whole body which depends on
hand painted gift book. All the ladles,
On Thursday afternoon the Santa Fe of whom there were eighteen, report it
the stomach for the nourishment from
Juniors and the College Blues will play a very pleasant affair.
which strength is made.
There is no alcohol in "Golden Medical j a game of ball on the athletic grounds
Discovery," and it s entirely free from of St. Michael s college.
For These Who Live on Farms.
This evening. Rev. W. A. Cooper will
opium, cocaine and all other narcotics.
Dr.
Pana, 111., writes: "I
unite in marriage Frp.nk Dettelbach have Bergln.Ballard's
Accept no substitute for the " DiscovSnow Liniment;
ery." There is no medicine "just as and Miss May Floto, both well known alwaysused
recommend it to my friends, as
good" for diseases of the stomach and young people of this city.
confident there is no better made.
Deputy United States Marshal R. E. I am
allied organs.
It Is a dandy for burns." Those who
"Your 'Golden Medical tHscoverr' has per- Leathernian arrived from Albuquerque
formed n wonderful cure," write "Mr. M. H. to be present at the sessions of the live on farms are especially liable to
many accidental cuts, burns and
Hotise, of Charleston. Franklin Co.. Ark.
I
had the worst case of dyspepsia, the doctors court of private land claims.
which heal rapidly when BalOn Saturday night on San Francisco liruiscs,
ay, thnt they ever saw.
After trying sereo
lard's Snow Liniment is applied. It
doctors and evervthina; I could hear of, with no street, in a row. Patricio Ortie receivshould always be kept In the house for
benefit, I tried Iir. l'ierce's Golden Medical
ed two cuts In the face and Juan
and now I am cured."
of emergency. 25c, 50c and $1.00
was struck several times upon the cases
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure head, hi3 sculp being cut.
constipation.
Miss Emilie Blackmore Stapp, on the
The Las Vegas Record says: The
editorial etaff of the Mail and Times, mln'.ng
situation in town seems to be
Iowa,
visitMoines,
is
published
Des
at
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
ing friends in Santa Fe. She will leave anything tut lively. Interest Is lagging and it begins to look as if there
for home on Thursday morning.
Western League.
was going to be nothing done, after all
del
of
Clark,
Mrs.
Plaza
Ellas
At Kansas City
who is a patient at tho Sani- the excitement. There Is no doubt
1
Kansas City
about the copper being hereabouts;
6 tarium, presented her husband with an why can It
Peoria
not be developed?
son. whereat there is
Batteries Gibson and Armstrong;
great happiness in the Clark
Hart and Wilson.
Wants Others to Know.
"I have used DeWitt's Little Early
At St. Joseph
Risers for constipation and torpid liver
Up a Congressman.
Holds
Milwaukee
.10
"At the end or the campaign." writes and they are all right. I am glad to
5
St. Joseph
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con- Indorse them for I think when we find
Batteries Bracken. Swormsted and gressman, "from overwork, nervous a good thing we ought to let others
Lucia;- Maupin and Roth.
writes Alfred Helnze, Quln-cy- .
tension, loss of sleep and constant know111. it,"They
never gripe or distress.
speaking I had alout utterly collapsed.
At Omaha
all the organs In my Sure, safe pills. J. II. O Rielly & Co.;
It
seemed
that
9
Omaha
body were out of order, but three bot- r. H. Briggs & Co.
2
Denver
of Electric Bitters made me all
tles
Announcement to the Public.
Alloway, Thomas and right. It's the best
Batteries
mediI will take possession of the Hotel
Gonding; Whittredge and McConnell. cine ever sold over a druggist's countmen and Highland on June 1, 1902, as lessee
er." Overworked,
At Des Moines
weak, sickly women gain splendid end manager. It will be my endeavor
1
Do s Moines
health and vitality from Electric Bit- to make this hotel attractive to local
3 ters. Try
Colorado Springs
them. Only oOc. Guaranteed patrons and the traveling public. The
table will be supplied at all times with
Batteries Barry and Hansen;
by all druggists.
o
and Arthur.
the best the country affords. The
cuisine, service and accommodations
HILLSBORO.
American League.
of the hotel will be equal to any in the
territory. Desiring your patronage
From the Advocate.
At Washington
2
Washington
The outlooK ior a large fruit crop is and good will, I am sincerely yours,
C. H. BRIGGS,
A excellent.
Baltimore
Proprietor.
Batteries Townsend.Orth and Drill ;
Rattlesnakes are reported to be out
McGinnlty and Bresnahan.
In great force this month. More snakes
to
Payers.
Tax
Notice
more rain.
You are hereby notified that the sec
At Boston
Grading for the H. G. M. & M. Co.'s
2 new mill Is about completed and some ond half payment of the taxes for the
Boston
year 1901 are now due and payable and
1 machinery is on the ground.
Phlladelhpia
that the same will become delinquent
Batteries Young and Criger; Plank Joseph Klnsinger and Thomas
The June 1st, id02, after which date the
shipped their mohair.
and Steelman.
amount aggregated over 2,000 pounds. usual penalties will accrue.
American Association.
CHAS. K. NEWIIALL,
The clip was billed to Sprlngvale, Me.
Tax Collector Bernalillo County.
At Minneapolis
One of Edward Armer's children has
14 been very ill, but is better. Another
Columbus
Curtains! Curtains! I Curtains! !1
0 one has been taken down and Is quite
Minneaolis
We are snowing up to date lace cur
ill. Mrs. M. E. Stanley, a professional
in Brussels net, Irish point, Aranurse, went out with Mr. Armer to tains
At Milwaukee
bian net, Nottingham, Bobbinet and
5 help take care of the children.
Indianapolis
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
1
Mrs. J. M. Caine received word from muslin.
Milwaukee
DarlinKton. Wis., of the death of her avenue.
two sisters, their deaths occurring only
At St. Paul-ToMONEY TO LOAN.
5 two weeks apart. Mrs. Calne has the
On
watcnett, etc.. or any
diamonds,
many
3 sympathy of her
friends here In
St. Paul
good security: also household
goods
the hour of her bereavement.
with me; strictly confidential.
Last week Manuel Stapleton discov- stored
At Kansas City first game
6 ered a aeposit of salt near Palomas Highest cash price paid for household
Kansas City
8 Hot Springs. So far as his researches goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Louisville
T. A. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
went the deposit covers a space some
Second game
8 twenty-fivfeet square. The salt is of
Kansas City
4 a fine grade, and no doubt by proper
Louisville
KAYSER PATENT
FINGER 0
development would increase In propor- 0
National Leasue.
sufficient to be of considerable O TIPPED SILK GLOVES ARE 0
tions
TO LOOK AT, AND O
O PRETTY
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
commercial value to local stockmen.
6
0 WEAR WELL; WE WARRANT 0
60c
PAIR. GOLDEN 0
5
Acker's Blood Elixer positively cure 0 THEM.
Philadelphia
0
Leever, Chesbro and chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu- 0 RULE DRY GOODS CO.
Batteries
lous affections. At all times a matchO'Connor; White and Dooln.
reless system tonic purifier. Money
We sell more shoes than all other
funded if you are not satisfied. 50c
At Chicago
You know the rea
. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. stores combined.
3 and
Chicago
son. Leon B. Stern.
Co.
&
Brlggs
1
Boston
o
Batteries Taylor and Chance;
IT WILL BE TIME WELL IN
CLAYiON.
and Moran.
VESTED TO READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSEN WALD BROS.
the Enterprise.
Don't let the little ones suffer from From
o
Col. J. L. De Haven was In town this
eczema or other torturing skin dis- week.
Deming!
Don't overlook It If you
is almost entirely recovereases. No need for it. Doan's Oint- ed from He
the attack of erysipelas which are looking for a sale aud paying in
ment cures. Can't harm the most deli- he suffered.
He was accompanied to vestment
any
50
store,
cents.
drug
At
cate skin.
o
town bv Mrs. De Haven.
Investments in Deming lota will
Mrs. E. Garcia and Miss Quetita doubls
Santa Fe Teachers.
and treble in one year,
The following are the teachers of Chacon, of Trinidad, are visiting Mrs
o
Santa Fe as elected by the school trus- Juan C. Martinez, of this city. Mrs.
Statehood.
tees: First ward. Miss Marguerite Martinez is a sister of Mrs. Martinez
Johnson, principal; Camilo Padilla. as- and Miss Chacon a niece. Mrs. Mar
GUARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 50
sistant. Second ward, Miss Louise tlnez entertained a number of visitors CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
Mary in honor of her visitors.
Miss
Schnepple. principal;
BROS.
Sheriff Garcia was called a day or so
Marsh, assistant. Third ward. ProfesWe are sole agent for Wheeler &
sor It. G. Grant, principal of the high ago to take a riotous and revelling fe
school; Miss Daisy Patterson, assist- male from the tenderloin district to Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
ant; Miss Matilda Alonzo, teacher of the county bastile, but when he had the market. Albert Faber, 3u5 Railroad

THE ECONOMIST

A Weak Stomach

Agents for
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and 5 cts,
none higher.

Hos-tetter- 's

h

nine-poun-

Prices

in

Wash Fabrics,

Wash Waists and Umbrellas
(SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.)

Dimity at

tv

Darxiu

Parasol and Umbrella Sale

This favorite Wash Fabric is 27 Inches wide,
and we show tho neatest and prettiest line of
eolorr., bought to sell for 12c, Special
8c

20

at

l'if-t-

You may not nod an Umbrella today, but is one
of those things which, when neded. is needed badly. Our superb new stock and our Special Prices
make this an opportunity for you to buy.

tJotttd Swim Muslin

-

I'ara'ii

m.

In nnt stripes and floral designs on a
Swiss Ground, also solid colors of black,
croam, pink, blue, maize, grey, etc., etc.
goods arc 28 inches wide, bought to sell
Special

Dotted

white,
These
at lGc,

12'je

Yards Thnlnir Batiste

1O0O

at u Hart' a tti

31 Inches wide; over 5 "different. patterns and
colors; oil 1902 patterns, including figures, dots,
stripes, scrolls, all the new colors, navy, cadet,
new green, also black and white; Special. . . . 12'2c

Her-rer- a

20

Plft-p-

Cotton Covert Cloth

a

Some of these
in all colors,

wide, some double fold,

h

greens, 3 blues, 3 browns,
2 tans, 3 stripes, also mixed colors; regularly sold
for 12'c for the single width and 15c for the
double width; choice of either for this week.10c

d

2

LOT I Women's Umbrellas,
English
Carola Serge Umbrella; paragon frame, steel rods,
natural handles, for only
98c
LOT II Women's umbrellas, extra quality, union silk taffeta case and fine large tassel, lustrous
and close rolling assorted handles, natural woods
mounted in silver and plain, some sterling silver;
these go at
$1.50
LOT III Women's Umbrellas,
size,
steel rods with paragon lock ribs, case and large
silk tassel. Made of guaranteed piece dyed union
taffeta silk, of high finish and close rolling qualities. Splendid assortment of handles fit to go on
any $5 umbrella, mounted In sterling silver, ivory,
pearl, fine natural woods; designs same as finest
$10 and $15 sterling handles; very artistic and
pleasing.
These go at, each..
$2.00
We also show, special bargains in Men's Umbrellas at $1.50 and $2.50 each. Not an umbrella
in the lot but what money is saved on.
Some
amongst these worth up to $5.00, choice of any in
the lot
$2.00
h

50c Bilk BIousillnc de Sole and
Silk Dimity 25c
An unparalleled offering extra fine Mousseline
de Sole, also Silk Dimity, 32 inches wide, in plain
colors of pink, blue, cream, maize, red, and black;
also with polka dot and lace stripes; while these
last take your pick of an actual 60c value for

-

only

h

25c

15 Pieces Highest Grade
Imported Cliallien

n

These have never been more popular than now,
and our assortment embraces all the new designs
and colorings, In stripes and small figures on both
light and dark grounds, all in qualities selling
readily at 9uc; Our Special Price
60c
Challies, regular 40c value;
Domestic '

y

Blood-goo-

Orders

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Shoes, Clothing or Groceries
But Everything In Dry Goods.

On Summer

d

run-dow-

Mail

normous Reduction

I

eleven-poun-

No

THE ECONOMIST

EC0N01

THE

1

The IRage

THE ECONOMIST

Special

25c

tun Bonnets
The balance of our stock of Sunbonnets; only
about 50 of them left in the following colors,
claret, red, navy, plnK, wnite and apron checks;
our regular 25c Sunbonnet, while these laast, take
'.
25c
'em 2 for

d

Ladies' Parasols on Special Sale
Our entire stock of Fancy Parasols, divided
into lots to clear them out, as follows:
Lot 1 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to
Sale

Parasol liar gains

Children's Parasols at special prices, as

fol-

lows. Our entire stock divided Into 3 lots, as follows:
35c
Lot I Values up to 75c, sale price
50c
lx)t II Values up to $1.00, sale price
Lot III Balance of our stock values up to $1.50,

sal price

friee

$1.00

takes In all our fancy Parasols
$3.00; Sale Price
Lot 3 takes In all our fancy Parasols
$3.50; Sale Price
Lot 4 takes in all our fancy Parasols
$4.00; Sale Price
Lot 5 takes in all our fancy Parasols
$7.50; Sale Price
Lot

75c

2

selling up to
$1.50

selling uj to
$2.00

selling up to
$2.75

selling up to

'....$3.98

ledo

0000000000000000000

e

0000000000 000000000

Plt-tlng-

avenue.

Food for the

Old FolS in
ANHEUSER-BUSCH'- S

o

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Statehood.

o
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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shows an intelligent
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sign of wealth but it
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A PIANO

0t,0

..

59
.

home-lif- e.

People

&o

In thin apre of enlightment no longer sav "DO WK
WANT A 1'IANO," but WHAT 1'IANO DO WE

WANT."
o--

lit
Yll Wl
l

C

l cl

CO
CO

Chickering Brothers
Pianos...,

o

c

CO

oo
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO

L

with a perfect scale, rich tone,
able in construction and with an artistic case.
A 1'IANO

laTrTcECiiJAT

It is a food in liquid form

Special Preparations.
We have specially prepared for the c o
confirmation exercises by putting In a o)
nice line of lioys' black suits; all sizes; CO
8 to 20 years. Simon Stern, the Hail-roaoAvenue Clothier.
CO
C

I

C- -'

i

'

Doctors approve it.

m"
hops

'21 ? otl ataAtts t

mT.alt m.

All druggists sell it. Prepared only by
Anheuser-Busc- h

8rek,rj

Brewing Ass'n

61. Louis, U. S. A.
of tht famous Budweler,

Mlchelob,
Anheuter
Black O Tan. Faual.
Standard. Export Pale and Exquisite.
Pale-Late- r,

o

c

O C'O
THE
O OUS SHOES lO BE HAD ONLY O oo
O AT GOi.OEN RULE DUY GOODS O CO
O CO., $3.00.
O
CO
oo
o
CO
Carpets! Carpets!!

r

now

''And the last but not least

'

r0fi

You can play any
I)f,rfect IMano-plave- r.
musical composition from the classical to
the latest Coon songs. Would you be without one.

1
TMlfl
JLllU VytjLllldli

avenue.

HEAD OUlt ADVERTISEMENT
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSENWALD BROS.

o
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Attend special parasol opening at CCO5
The Economist
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.
Statehood.
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Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers. We are
Exclusive Territorial Representative of these GEMS and other
leading nmkes. We sell everything ill the music line.

c
Co

easily assimilated by the 0000000000 000000000
weakest stomach. Produces Our new spring linoCarpets!!!
is complete;
health and Vigor. come
and see us. Our prices are the
W5zu?v, nit: un i appetite,
muslin.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroau
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QUEEN QUALITY,
FAM- -
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33

Hall & Learnard,
The Square Music Dealers,
204 South Second Street,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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QUEENS WARE.

Special meeting of the Elks at room
most dreaded and deadly of all disover Zeiger's Cafe this evenln
at 8 the
eases, as well as pneumonia, and all
o'flork.
lung troubles are relieved at once and
Sheriff Gonzales, of Lincoln county, cured by
English Remedy "the
passed up the road for Santa Fe this king of all Ackers
cough cures." Cures coughs
CALL AND SEE OUR
morning.
and colds In a day 25 cents. Your
Simon Ncustadt. the general mer- money back If dissatisfied. Write for
chant and postmaster of Los Lunas, is free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
In the city today.
lluiTalo N. Y. J. H. ORielly & Co., and
Dr. Macomtier has returned to the B. II. Priggs & Co.
city after spending a couple of weeks
Coming From El Paso.
at Hell canyon.
INDIAN BLANKETS,
KANJPAINTED CHINA
C. W. Maler, third vice president of
IV n. Thayer, the Santa Rita mine
CARVING SETS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
the International Brotherhood of Lomanager. Is In the city and will re- comotive
Firemen, at present In El
PICTURhv,
COOKING UTENSILS,
main for a few days.
Paso,
will
arrive here Friday morning,
GLASS,
CUT
HAMMOCKS,
Mrs. .1. J. Sheridan, who was down accompanied by his wife. In honor of
CHAMBfcR SETS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
In Grant county visiting old friends, their visit. tli local Highland lodge.
returned heme a few days ago.
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
DINNER SETS,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
Mrs. George Hofheins of West Gold will give a reception and dance at
JARDINIERES,
INDIAN POl TCRY,
avenue. Is confined to her home with Grant hall Fiiday night which will be
MEXICAN HATS.
a severe attack of rheumatism.
tti icily an invitation affair.
W. L. Bretherton, manager of the
Fresh yiorcbiTrics. San Jcse MarW. A. Clarke coal mines at Clarkville, ket.
'
N. M . is in the city from the west.
rt
Mr. A. Apl'eltaiim. n presenting D.
Ualnh Tlailoran. of the New York
company, left last nltfht Sachs it Uoiib. distillers, or Louisville,
Life
Insurance
B.
McGafTey & Co.
Successor to A.
rrrTT.J: T7,
Ky.. has sold liachcthi & Gloml 5o0
for Gallup and other western towns.
C. II. Parsons came In yesterday cases of the Renowned Ramona Rye
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
OPEN EVENINGS.
pronounced by cusfrom Hell canyon, where he is Interest- Whisky, which isbest,
purest and finest
to be the
OOOCOCOOCXDOOCO
ed in pome good mining propositions. tomers
whisky In the market. A trial will conG. Vargas, representing
Hall & vince you of the fact. Sold only by
Learnard. the piano anl music dealers, Beehechl & Giomi, sole agents, Albu4"
left for the northern towns this morn- querque.
ing.
n
Mrs. Henry Hunln?, the wife of a pJe handle notnlng but prime corn fed
wealthy sheep raiser of Show Low. JLifj beef, we guarantee satisfaction on
f OAK
Arizona, !s in the city on a visit to tresli meats, for extra quality without
extra price, try the San Jose Market.
friends.
o
I). P. Jones, of Madrid, where he is
On account of the cold weather the
In charge of the Colorado Supply com- past few days, the Goodwin n at at
pany's store, Is In the territorial meon East Railroad avenue will not
tropolis.
be opened to the public until Friday
A number of native laborers, picked of this week.
o
' r
up here and there for labor In the
:tr, ur--,
I
The Highland meat market sells
sugar beet fields of Colorado, were sent
you.
meat that
can eat. Call and be
north this morning.
convinced.
John D. Ackerman, attorney, who is
c
Second here
on land matters, left this morning
Dressed turkeys. San Jose Market.
Las Vegas. He will return to the
Goods for
iteming has Increased 60 per cent, in
metropolis in a few days.
Miss Isabclle Spencer will leae for population In four years.
Sizes-$3.0- 0 Pueblo, Col., tomorrow night, where
Strawberries fresh daily, 35c box.
she will enter the hospital of Colorado San
Jose Market.
Fuel and Iron company as a nurse.
Edward Orunsfeld, who represents
CLASSIFIED ADS.
the Equitable Life Assurance poc'.ety
in certain counties In New Mexico, reAll classified advertisements
Note
turned from tae nortli last night.
Rosita Lucero, a 10 year old girl at or rather "liners," one cent a word for
for
the government Indian school, died each insertion. Minimum charge
15 cents.
any
advertisements,
classified
N.
to
M.
shipped
was
body
yecteroay.
The
117 Gold Avenue
In order to Insure proper classification
her home at Ccbolleta, New Mexico.
all "liners" should be left at this ofwife,
from tue
J. W. Skced and
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
counmining camp In Valencia
5;?
ty., are in the city for a few days. 1). B.
FOR RENT.
liurge, also of Copperton, Is In the city.
After a trip out of tne city, extend- FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
postofTlce; ?8 and $10 per month.
ing over a week, A. E. Powell, the well
known route agent of the Wells. Fargo FOR RENT Four room house, furnished cheap to ths right party, for
Express company, returned to thv city
i
four months. 318
Fourth St.
last night.
KENT Four rorm house, cheap.
Mrs. C. F. Waugh and daughter, af- FOR
J. W. McQ'.iadf, shop oppoter a protracted visit to the mother of Inquire
site Highland Hotel.
Mrs. vaugh, at Juarez, Mexico, passed FOR
RENT Cold storage warehouse
through the city for Trinidad, Colo.,
on track. Inquire of Iiachechl &
morning.
this
Giomi.
The German Ladies' Aid society of FOR RENT A largo furnished
church will hold a coffee,
Lutheran
the
boarding house, close to the
Call for a free sample of Swedish Snuff.
Social at the residence of Mm. Tieis-uerrailway shops, to responsible party
No. 408 North Anio street, tomoror parties. Address J. D. Torlina,
We sell
row afternoon.
this city.
' Owing to some Important court! matFOR RENT A ne.v up to date piano.
Inquire at the Whltson Music com
ters. William Mcintosh did not rttu n
pany, 114 South Second street.
to his Chilill ranch yesterday. Ho
hopes to be able to leave for the ranch
FOR SALE.
tomorrow morning.
Full blooded Jersey cow,
SALE
FOR
Memorial Exercises.
v 1 cheap. Enquire at
be
Jul
fresh
.The memorial sermon will be
212
street.
South
Walter
prenched by Rev. Merton Smith In the FOR SALE Two hort.es
for sale. InSnuff,
tent at the corner of Railroad avenue
quire at G03 South Arno street.
and Fourth street next Sunday after- FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
noon at 3 o'clock. All old soldiers and
Copper avenue. nUo residence propmembers of the V. R. C.the Spanish
erty on Lead avenue; will be sold
war veterans and National Guards are
cheap if sold before first of May
cordially invited by the committee to
Snuff.
Call on or address owner, 609 West
meet at K. P. hall at 2 o'clock Sunday
Lead avenue.
ami attend in a body.
FOR SALE Several beaetitul home?
The exercises on Memorial day will
and city lots. These are bargains
be held in the park. Superintendent
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
arrange
for
trying
Is
to
Hiekey
today
No trouble to show property. See
children.
living
flag
of school
a
Jno. W. McQuade.
The Viaduct Again.
WANTED.
A still alarm this afternoon again
called the fire department to the via- WANTED Furnished room for man
in central part of town. Address F.
duct. The chemical did the work and
H. M., Citizen olllce.
a small hole was burned.
WANTED
Good carpenters, eight
hours, $3; planing mill men. lathers,
Civil Service Positions.
plasterers. Steady work winter and
The United States civil service comsummer. Address "Herald," box
missioner announces that on June 17
Los Angeles. Cal.
an examination will be held for the
position of photographic assistant, WANTED A Girl for general housework. Inquire at 301 South Edith
male, at the Smithsonian institute, at
street.
a salary of $70 per month, and to
other similar vacancies as they may WANTED Woman for general houseCall at Korber's repository and
work; two In family.. Apply at Citioccur. Also on June 17, for the posizen office.
tion of record and Identification clerk
see the largest stock In the south- in the I'nited States penitentiary ser- WANTED Good live man or woman,
to take agency for Washington Life
west.
vice at Atlanta, Ga., at a salary of
Insurance company In their own
f 1,200 per annum, and to other similar
community.
No expense and big
Prices lower than ever before and A vacancies as they may occur. Appliprofits if you work. J. H. O Rielly,
cation forms can be obtained from the
general manager for New Mexico
we will make you easy terms.
q secretary of the local board of examinand Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
ers at the post olllce.
WANTED
Good carpenters, eight
Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
Booth Camp N 0.255, S. A. W. V.
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
Monthly meeting of this camp will
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings, Q
and winter. Address "Herald," box
be held over Zeiger's Cafe Friday
3000. Los Angeles, Cal.
evening at 7:30.
Axle Oils and Saddlery.
WANTED Chambermaid at once; $15
J. BORRADALE.
a month; wire for ticket. P. N. Yun-ker- ,
Commander.
j Engliish Canopy Tops, Sun q
Windsor hotel. Socorro, N. M.
J. S. BLACK,
respectable young widow, no
Wealthy,
Adjutant.
i Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.
children or near relatives wants true
Men at Fort Bayard.
and home loving husband. Address
Twelve men, all of whom are nurses
Hiller, 91 Washington street, Chicathrough
here
of experience, passed
go, 111.
Washingway
Id st i.ight on their
from
ton to Fort P.ayard. They are in the
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
government hospital service and will
CXXXDOOOCOCOCXXOCOCOCOOCXXDOOClOCOOOOa
take the place of the women nurses
Dealers in
work
who are nt.t equal to the rou-;SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
required.

INTERESTING

NEWS'

LAMPS
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W.

M ALETTE,

BORRSDAILE

CO. i

V

Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

H33P
a

Tinware,
Art Squares,

or-iu-
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TT 13 AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
SOMETHING
OF
.HEADERS
OUR
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTER- - g
E3TING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPOR- TUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL M
HOLD SWAY A 1' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT S
WEEK.
O
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS

IN ADVERTISING

X

$
X

6o

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house for
9I.9U
This Includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we asiv 13 less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson s Glove Fittlnz and F. C. Corsets. H. it V. Cornet waists,
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
one

W

p
f
X

j

$
X
A

g
O

price

w

50c

tiusner
"Gusher''
"Gusher"
"Gusher"

unite i.awn waists mat
White Lawn W'aists that
White Lawn Waists that
White Lawn Waists that

sen tor 4.ui.i;
sell for $3.25;
sell for $2.75;
sell for S1.E0:

sale price
6ale price
sale price.
sale nrle

$3.00-

$
-

$2.b0

... .$2.00
;

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF . iLVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.

Mattresses,
Springs,
New and
Household

nnvT ttss tiiu nppnnTi:viTV Tn avati. vnnnpt 1?

ni?

SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

8

R05ENWALD BROS.

Iron Beds All

Up.

..jv

jf'amLAisiieai

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.

House Furnishings,

Albuquerque
New and Second
Hand Goods.

0. W.

Cop-perto- n

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Superintendent

Santa Barbara and "B'rai
emu vemeienes.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

So-.ul-

SNUFF

STRONG & SONS,

Roth 'Phones

in

Fair-view- ,

Our

Office

201 211 North Second

A HAPPY FAMILY

they should be that always can have;
placed on their table such delicious
and prime meats, poultry and game as
they can always secure at this market.
Nothing but the tenderest, juciest and
primest beef,' mutton and lamb is sold
here, and we cut and trim it to suit
the queen's taste. Our spring lamb la
especially fine just now.

Swedish Rappee,
German Rappee,
Coarse French Rappee,
Garrett's Scotch Snuff,
Lorillard's Scotch
Horse Shoe Brand, Swedish,
Seal Brand, Swedish,

Norkoping

Wm. Farr.

"

Fiesher & Rosenwak

YOU CAN ALL RIDE

Brockmeier & Cox,
118

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

New Location,
New Stock,
Experienced Druggists,
Next to Postoffice.

want the Highland meat
THE BEST UUILDING STONE IN
or 5 Hell
ket. riiis up luO
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
I'hone.
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
statehood.
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
Visit Our Boys' Department.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
boys'
We have put in a fine l!:ie if
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
three-piecblack suits, vestees, two and
suits; also a nice line of hats and STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
funiishiiif ponds. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
It' you

e

Mrs. Akers, now located In her new
home, is prepared to fill all orders for
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
Home .lade bread, cakes and pies.
Boston orown bread and baked beans
OOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXOfXXXXDC OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCxDCi"
every Saturday morning.
delivered
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
Dentistry.
com113.
Careful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harware
pany.
2,
room
rates. Ur. II. Barnes, dentist,
Statehood.
N. T. Armijo building.
j
Fresh catfish and salmon tomorrow,
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unLet us figure on your plumbing. Al- surpassed for fertility, production of all kinds of dressed poultry at the San
Jose Market.
buquerque Hardware company.
fruits and vegetables ot all kinds.

E. G.

Garcia & Co
Dealers in

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths

-- !i

.

--

''.Jh

3-:k-

Mf--

I
Korber & Co.,
oooovcooeccoocococ
S-

I

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

J.

PAGE & VOORHEE-

Street.

flMJUikCZZSCCI

I.

V

D

;

!

Moths

!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

"

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION

'.
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DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

L
1

tmau

-

rlAnUWAnb
GARDEN TOOLS, LAWN MOWERS, LAWN RAKES AND
SPRINKLERS.
GARDEN HOSE AND HOSE

NOZ-ZLE-

BEST GRADES COTTON COVERED AND RUBBER HOSE.
GOODS GUARANTEED.
LOWEST PRICES.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
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'." NOT AN OUNCE OF CAST IRON ABOUT THE

-

TAYLOR-DOBSO-

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

O. H.

ACKER'S

N.

Taylor and Miss Winnie Dobson

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

Married.
a young gentleman of
this city, has foole- - his friends; in
fact, played a sharp trlrk on his sister,
Steel and malleable iron used In the Mrs. K. L. Dodson, by getting married
on the quiet, and the name of the
construction of these ranges. We also young
lady, before the event, was Miss
have a complete line of
Winnie Dobson. The ceremony was
performed by Hev. Hodgson, pastor of
the Highland Methodist Episcopal
44
church, sooth, on Thursday, May 1.
The happy couple now occupy quarters
3ot South Second street.
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNER9 at No. groom
Is a brother of Mrs. Pod-eon- ,
The
wife of the proprietor of the AlThey have no peer or rival In the
Cycle and Arms company,
base burner world In the point of ele- buquerque
and came here a few years ago from
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
gance and high finish.
Pulaski, Tenn. He Is well liked and
popular among his young frlenus.
The oriile is from Kirksville. Mo.,
where she Is known as an exceptionally fine musician. She came here with
120 Gold Avenue.
her brother last November, and has
resided at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Medler.
Her brother holds a
position at The Alvarado.
The Citizen extends its congratulaO. H. Taylor,

Except In the Fire Box.

cure dyspepsia nnd all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by all' druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 rents. Trial
package free by writing to V. H. Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'KIelly
& CO.,

Hardware Company,

ALBUQUERQUEPLANlNGMILLCo

Brlggs

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

& Co.

Ingenious Japanese

Orchestra.

2.

Romeo and Juliet Romance

3.

Miss Mabel Anderson.
Violin Solo, Martha Fantasle

4.

Ike Singer and Miss PaUadino.
Cavatina, from Barber do Seville

Ouonod

our stock before purchasing
ways exercising their Ingenuity
In devising cool and unique floor
coverings,
which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are in receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
in the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live in a hot climate, are
We can save you

Flotow

Rocsini

7th Air Varia
Be Berlot
Prof. Hi Mauro and M'bs Hanthorn.
6. It Is
HELL CANYON.
Pinsute
7. Castadiva. from Norma
Bellini
Mrs. Cuneo.
A Visitor From the Canyon Called at
8. Concert for Mrs. Himeo
4.
This Office.
Chickerinn piano furnished by Hall
One of the Hell Canyon boys came
down across the mesa this morning & Iearnard.
and dropped into The Citizen sanc tum
for a little social chat. It is quite evi- 1. Scniieamide, PART II.
Rossini
Overture
dent from what he says that anyone
Orchestra.
the canyon will be surprised 2. Waittng. song
By Willard,
money.
at the changes. T. A. Dernie's place
Miss Ida McCune.
looks like a small town, with its white 3. Lily Waltz,
two mandolins and
tents and clean board cottages. For a
HI Mauro
piano
place to get a good loaf, it can't be 4. Selections
from Romnnmbula. Bellini
beaten in the territory. This is true in
Misses Custer nnd D&mlano..
both senses of the word, for the loaf 5. Vocal
Sobi, Forbidden. . . . . . .Horna
LSTaBLISHLD 1878
"OLD RELIABLE"
set before one at the talle is as excelJulia Renison.
lent as the one you enjoy In the ham C. Violin Solo,
Selections from Mar- mock swung under the lig cottonwood.
itana
But while our visitor had apparently
Misses Hayes and Houghton.
washed out some good sized nuggets of 7.
Bass Solo
Sons
health, he bellows, at the same time,
Mr. Newton.
that the prospects for wealth are also 8. Solo for Cornet
good.
Mr. Patterson.
The old term "scratch gravel" is still
as useful as ever, when applied in cer- 9. Vocal Quartet
tain cases, but the Hell canyon visitor
Cnrrlr. U:t Lar?rt
Flour, drain
Deraing! Hav you been there? If
and rWi CiteiMlva
thinks that If they would do a little not, you should got there for the big
Stock ft
more than scratching out there some sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
dnd Provisions
StapJeG recedes
good mTne8 would result.
found .outhweft.
C.r tot. .ptclnlly .
The Hell canyon mail has reached
$300 Reward.
proportions now requiring a local
A reward of $3(Ht is hereby offered
which is soon to lie established for tho delivery to me of the body of
WAGONS.
FA
AND
with mails three times a week.
my son, Lester Saron Laughlin, cither
&
K.
Co.'s
A stajre, leaving
O. Pratt
Alfcugticrquc
Railroad Avenue
dead or alive, lie disappeared from
grocery store every Wednesday is also the
Eaton rc.nch, near l.amy, Santa Ke
an innovation which makes the district county. New Mexico, on Sunday, May
much more accessible than formerly.
11, 11102, about noon.
He is 24 years
of age, although taken by some to be
SOCORRO COURT.
older. Dark brown hair; dark beard,
clipped closely on cheeks and chin and
Ford, the Alma Postoffice Robber, Sen- coming to a point at chiu; had scar
tenced to Penitentiary Perea's
on right eyebrow; dark blue eyes: with
very heavy dark lashes and brows; a
Trial Postponed.
postof-iicC. 1. Doran. the well known
little above medium height. When last
1 V
Inspector; who vas at Socorro
seen bad on pair of blue overalls and
U. b.
lin ; the I'niiM States court, came juniper to match; soft grey hat, with
and the Atchison, To-pe- ka
Pacific
Fe
Santa
the
fcr
Depository
in from the r.ov.th this morning, and medium wide brim; wore about a No.
shoe, brond extension sole, came half
continued c.n uorta to Denver.
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Ford, the cowboy, who broke into way to his knee, but worn under
trousers; wore vest with small figure
the pobtcflke ut Alma and nolo a
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
letter containing a $ Ko bill, on it on a nrown ground; dark blue
$200,000.00
and
Surplus
profits.,
Capital,
Paid up
shirt, trimmed
pleaded guilty and was sentenced by flannel, double-breaste4
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Judge McMillan to the penitentiary with largo white buttons; had nickel
watch chain with heavy square links,
for one year and one day,
Joshua S. Raynolus, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice presl- Demetcrio
Pcrea. ' who defaulted He may have taken Santa Fe train at
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
from Lincoln where he was postmaster Laniy. east or wept, more probable for
A B. McMillan.
of that town, and fled to Mexico, had his old homo at Moss, Monterey coun
F. Ravnolds.
II.
h!s trial postponed until next fall, his ty, Cal. Address,
SARON N. LAUGHLIN,
bond being increased from $3,000 to
Santa Fe, N. M.
$4,000. I'erea was followed and capJOE 31
rmnrvr-T- mi
tured by Postotlice Inspector Doran
UN
AN
ON
AT
SALE
CORSETS
near Chihuahua, an account of the
OF FIGURE. ROSEN WA LD
chase and arrest being published in HEARD
The Citizen on the return of Mr. Doran BROS.
o
with his prisoner from Mexico.
rXeer your "ye on Demlng.
r
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Have you seen that blue enaiueleu
'
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
Alvarado.
J. B. Wrangham. San Francisco; B. ware company's store. It is the most
B. Thayer, Santa Rita. N. M.: Mrs. H. beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Huning. Show Low; m. R. Williams, H. seen in Albuquerque.
Vegas: John 1).
0
Jones. F. V. Fox.
Mrs. Albrlgnt. tne Artist,
Wilson. St. Louis; F. C. Tobey, Mil
waukee: H. C. Close. Leola Maye, New Is again In her studio, 1M North Third
York: W. L. Bretherton, Clarkvtlle, N. street. Parties who wish fine work in
M.; D. P. oones, Madrid, N. M.; Arthur artistic photography, should call and
Koch, St. Louis; M. M. Cooper. Rowe. leave their orders for the now carbon
N. M.; Mrs. C. F. Loub. Raton; H. Rolc
In photographic are.
inson. R. M. Pentreath and wife. New photo, the latest o
Francisco;
San
Moore.
H.
O.
York;
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Statehood.
Ben Aragon; W. C. Staples, St. Louis;
Seattle,
wife,
and
William H. Howard
We are showing the most extensive
ALWAynCK
Building
Sherwin-Willia- ms
Wash.; A. F. Riegger. New York; J. D. line of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
Gcrmaer, Denver.
clothes between Denver and 1ms An- Covers Morel Looks Best! Wears Long- SASn.. DOORS. BLINDS. PLASTKH
geles. Simon Stern, tho Railroad Ave- est I Mot Economical I Full Measure L1MK, CKMENT, GLASS, PAINT, KtO
Hotel Highland.
nue 'Mothier.
M.;
N.
Canyon,
C. H. Parsons, Hell
First Mret and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
U
egas;
D.
A. A. Graus. East Las
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
Hunter. New Mexico; W. J. Skeed and ROSENWALD BROS.
o
wife. Copperton. N. M.; D. Elliott. Las
Demlng is the great mining center
Veeas: J. A. Reynolds, Chicago; Up
Vegas;
of the southwecL
ton Hays, Peorse Stuart. Las
o
James Tomlinson, El Paso, Texas;
Statehood.
Morris i". Watson, Washington, D. C.
Ruppe's drug store open all night,
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
Sturges' Eurooean.
every nighL
W. C. Russen. Chicago: L. P. Beck
Finest
Peming, the seat of the now county
ham. Alice. Texas; C. Whiting, city;
Whiskies,
D. Cunningham and wife, Silao. Mex of Luna.
JOSEPH BAIINETT, Prop.
Brandies.
Ico; Max Uaer, W. O. Dickey. H. M
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
res- In Santa Fe, eat at Bon-ToKimball. Denver; Gracia L. Fernandez
Dexter, Me.; A. K. Burke, Los Angeles taurant.
Deming has justeeu incorporated.
Grand Central.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
E. E. Tingley, East Las egas: Ben
Statehood.
Bell Telephone No. 115.
Aragon, Lincoln, N. M.
5.

1

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn.;
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT

jjj

B. H.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Miss Hcimbeck.

tions to them.

Manufacturers of

5

and

FABE R

IALBE

Oi Mauro't Concert.
Trof. li Mauro's concert the 23rd of
this month promises 'to be a musical
treat to the people of Albuquerque. A
dance will take place after the following progiam is rendered:
PART I.
1. Overture. William Tell, by Rossini

Art Garland"

Albuquerque

5

Is a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only In jewelry of
the finest make.

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER,
A., T.
inspector
Watch
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

post-offic-

e

ttfl

PELTIER BROS.

I

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
jj;

I

p

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Ul'.l'USl

at-tr- n

3

Albuquerque,

206 West Gold Avenue,

i FIRST NATIONAL BANK

N- -

M.

reg-inter- n

ooooooooooooos

oeoeccscococceoooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

2

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINLST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Clgara

oo? ooooooooeox)o

S.VANN&SON,

Jewelers and Opticians.

ls

ooaoocfcioox

Still a Growing

REMOVED NEXT TO POSTOFFICE.

J. C.

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do bo we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had

in the territory.

A. J. MALOY,

FOUND A HOME!

BALDRIDGE
Paint

Paper

1

xjH ST. ELMO

214- -

W. Railroad Ave

oxttcoooaoooxooxc

n

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
m

IX.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking

Navajo

Powder,

Blankets,

Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meits.
I

M

S

I

I

1

57

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

The MoLintain House,
WILLIS, N.

M.

Board and lodging $7.E0 per week. Transportation of guests free of
charge, from Glcrietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing section of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address

Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis,

N. M.

Metropolitan.
Tom Cass. George M. Wales, Colo
rado City, Colo.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
See the newest in ladies' neckw3ar
at Tho Economist.
bought and exchang
Mules
and
Horses
ed.
Livery, Sale, Feed and
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern.
Tranefer Stablos
icioiis red ripe stiawberries, by BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
express ewry morning, 15c box.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Sun Jose Market.
Albuquerque, N. M.
City Pound Sale.
1902
One sorrel horse, 7 years old, branded ft C on b ft hip. Will be sold on
Wednesday at 10 o'clock at the city
pound.
THOU. MeMII.LIN.
So: agents for casino and
brand
City Marshal.
Canned Goods. Dealers in
o
In nfexlcan drawn work we are
Staple and Fancy Groceries
showing a big p.ssortment. ' Albert
214 80'uth Second street.
Faber, 35 Railroad avenue.
Hilisboro Crermery Butler Best on
earth
Bring in your tinware and have it
.
Free delivery.
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- Orders solicited.
pany.
LAND
TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
o
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
vaMexican drawn work in endless
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
riety at Albert Kaber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.
FOR FULL PARTICULARS

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

O-.- a

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMriEKCIAL

8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

eooeoeoooceo(soeoocavtcoeoceto90t
I

MAUSARD'S MILLS
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor

A

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO $
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
J

o

Your parcels ana baggage delivered
by tne Parcel Delivery to anv part of
JOHN D. ACKERMAN.
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue. Land Attorney, 606 Montgomery St.,
Automatic phone No. 202.
San Francisco, Cal.
,

2 Albuquerque,

New Mexico! o
m
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v
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
hlsrh school in Albuquerque Is expected
home nfcout the Stun of this month.
MIpb Essee has been away for over a Land Office Business
Court of

MRS, J, LO'DONNELL
Sick Etaht Years tvilh
Femnle Trouble and Finally
Cured by Lydia E. Tinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

year going to Albuquerque

"Was

May

16

Land Claims.

ir.st.

Ask Him

Private

Homestead Entries James A. Heath,
our second hand man Ixamah. 80 acre?. McKlnley qounty;
has erected a large street porch in Simon Padilla. Wason Mound. T'.V.'ti
front of his block on Kinsley avenue. ticres. Mora county.
nn improvement much needed by the
Pension Granted.
occupants.
Mariano P. Sena, Old Albuquerque.
V. A. Parr the undertaker who was
N.' M., granted pension of 8 per
binned out last summer with his
stock of undertaker's supplies has month.
decided to rebuild on Warren avenue,
Private Land Court.
betweot First and Second streets. Mr.
The court of private land claims met
Parr says he will have one of the nic- yesterday
morning in the federal buildest undertaking parlors on the line of ing, Chief Justice J. R. Reed and Asthe Santa Fe Pacific. The structure sociate Justices W. W. Murray, II. C.
will be adobe with plate glass front.
Sluss and W. F. Stone on the bench.
Winslow Lodge F. and A. M. will
The corrected survey of the Antonio
E.
the
and
confer
Monday
night
meet
Baca grant In Bernalillo county was
degree.
A.
approved.
The grant covers 4T.'"0
Mr. and Mrs. Willlnm Nelson loft acres. The corrected survey was inndo
in
new
home
Sunday morning for tneir
by Deputy United States Surveyor J.
San Bernadino. Cal.. where Mr. Nelson
Walker.
will assume hia old position as chief
Under mandate from the United
clerk under Master Mechanic S. T. States supreme court, the case of the
Park.
an Jose del Enclnal grant was dis
for want of Jurisdiction. The
missed
Takes the burn out; heals the
is situated in Valencia courty
wound; cures the pain. Dr. Thomas' grantwas
claimed by Marguerito I'.aca.
and
Eclcctric Oil. the household remedy.
Under mandate from the United
o
States supreme court, the claim for
ALGODONES.
money damage by the owners of the
uan Jose Lohato grant for land taken
Special Correspondence.
non the grant under the federal land
Algondones, N. M.. May 18. There aws
previous to the confirmation of
are new developments in regard to the grant, was disaiiowea and the case
tlie smelter building here. Some east- dismissed.
The grant is situated in
ern capitalists are here looking over Rio Arriba county.
if
as
seems
now
and
situation,
it
the
Under mandate from the- United
there is no doubt that work will soon States supreme court, the Santa
commence. A carload of lumber has Teresa
grant in Dona Ana county was
been ordered and will be here Tuesday ordered surveyed.
A.
Wednesday
week.
J.
of this
or
Frank has been here for some days
Won't Follow Advice After Paying
and says that from now ou work will
For It
hope
be pushed ahead. We sincerely
In a recent article a prominent phy
so as it will undoubtedly make ttus sician says: "It is next to Impossible
an important point and help to develop for the physician to get his patients to
section of country which is rich in carry out any prescribed course of hy
minerals. There are two men here giene or diet to the smallest extern;
now who are hunting for curios. I un he has but one resort left, namely, the
derstand that they are members of the drug treatment." When medicines are
Hyde Exploring Expedition.
used for chronic constipation, the most
Crops here are looking well ana pro mild and gentle obtainable, such as
mise a good yield .dls season.
Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tab
Rain has fallen here the past few lets, should be employed. Their use is
days and everything looks good for the not followed by constipation as they
future.
leave the bowels in a natural ana
healthy condition. For sale by all drug
Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick Head gists.

;

I hare
never In my life piven a testimonial
before, but you have done so much for
mc that I feel called upon to frive you
this unsolicited acknowledgement of

"Dkaii Mrs. Pinkiiam !

en-tir- e

the wonderful curative vahio of Ljdili
ComE. Plnklmm's Vegetable
pound. For eight years 1 had female
trouble, falling of the womb and other
complications. During1 that time I was
more or less of an invalid and not much
pood for anything1, until one day I
found a book in my hall telling of
the cures you could perform. I Iweamo
Interested; I bought a bottle of Lydia
Vopjctablo Cora,
E. Pluklia:n'shelped:
1 coutiaued its
nnund and was
use and in scvea months was cured, and
since that time I have had perfect
health. Thanks, dear Mrs. Finkham
again, for the health I now enjoy."
31st
Mrs. Jessie O'Poxnf.t.l, 278 East about
5000 forfeit If
St., Chicago, III.
ttttimonlal not genuine.
"Women suffering from any
1$

form of female ills can bo cured
by Lydia E. Pinkhani's Vegetable) Compound. That's sure.
IVIrs. Piukham advises sick women free. Address, Lynn, Mass.

;

GOLDEN.

Special Correspondence.

Golden, May 19. Col Tarley accompanied by Miss De Luno Daugherty
and Mrs. Daugherty came up on yesterday's stage and will spend several
days looking over the Interstate Mining company's ground.
Mr. V. S. Hishworth, manager of

the Baird Mining Company Limited,

had a runaway this morning, but only
damaged the pole of his buggy and
other small parts.
The Old Reliable Mining company's
mill will start tomorrow milling fifty
tons of old time ore for Messrs. Trot
ter. Bierman and Wilson. The ore
prospects about $15 per ton.

Headache.

Indigestion and constipation. A delightful herb drink. Removes all erup
tions of the skin, producing a perfect
complexion or money refunded. 25c
and 50c. Wr,te to us for tree sample.
W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J
O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. Briggs &
Co.

o

SOCORRO.

blood-purifvi-

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWE8T
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENT8

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
Mlnlne and metallurgical engineer, 108
West Gold avenue, .juquerque, N. M.
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying ana anuiysis.
OSTEOPATHY.

AND

MANAGER OP

Dr, Conner.
Post rndunte of Dr. A. T. Still's SchoolKlrUvllle, Mo. Lung trouOstoopathy,
of
hl nnri all enronic oiseases a speciHiiy.
Office. V h ting building, rooms iil una
23; Automatic telephone, 104.
DENTISTS

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Brothers.
hours: 8 a. m. to 12 D. tn.: l:r,0 D. m.
No. 4ii
to 5 p. m. Automatic
Appointments made by man.
LAWYERS
Offlpe

000OCOfO00000 000000OOOeO0OKK)
I
BACHECHI & GIOMI

Dernard 3. Rodey

W, Albuquerque, N
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to tne profession, win prac tice In all courts of the territory and bofore the United States land office.
i. M. Bond
ATTORN
F street. N.
Pensions, lands.
VV.. Washington. r. C.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters pat
ent, trade marics, claims.
William D. Lee
OiHce. room T
ATTORNR
Will practice It
N. T. Armljo building.
territory.
all the courts of the
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank bulldlaf
Frank W. Clancy
ATTOR.N

A

M.

n
The Ladies Are Thankful.
The members of the
n

Benevolent society desire to thank a
donor, name unknown, for cash to the
amount of $10,, also W. V. Futrelle, F.
E. Sturees. the daily papers, r. w.
Clancy and Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of
the city hall for favors shown us, and
whicu we fully appreciate.

WHOLESALE

E. W. Dobson

Secretary.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Drowning

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

0

Wines, Liquois, Cigars and

h

Supplies,

We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apollinaras and Hunyadi waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.

N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M

President.

MRS. J. W. EDWARDS,

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

I Lave taken Averj fjarsrparilla
every spring since 1318. As a
mediand
cine it cannot he equaled."
S. T. Jcres, wicnita, rans.
J c. A r.R to.. Lwen. ruu.
11. All drrtrlsti.

MrtS. B. ILFELU,

Special Correspondence.
Socorro, N. M.. May 20. Judge Mc
Millan convened court of the Fifth ju
diclal district of New Mexico at the
court house on Monday morning. The
court spent Monday and the forenoon
of Tuesday In the selecting and exam
lning of the Juries, which are compos
ed as follows:
Territorial Grand Jury William
Armstrong, foreman; C. B. Allare, Da
vid Tafolla. S. Mlchaelis. S. C. Clark
Antonio Peralta, Walter Clark, Jose y
Aragon, Elifas Aragon, O. M. Sakaria
son. A. B. Baca, Edward Garcia, Lo
renzo M. Vigil, Rito Baca, Martin Gal
legos, J. R. Vigil.
United States Special Grand Jury
Venire No. 1 Frank Smith. Pedro R,
Vigil, Felix Grlego. Andres Garcia
Ygnacia Marquis, Clemente Chaves
Robert Collins, Rafael Glron, J. F,
Johnson. Donlciano Torres, Ellseo
Chaves, Caslmiri Montoya, Jose Men
doza, Teofllo Jlron, Benjamin San
chez.
United Stales Grand Jury James
Neighbor, foreman; Ernest Broad
hurst. Cosine Sedlllo, George Sena,
John A. Brown, Marcorlo Chaves, Jose
Leon Baca.C. C. Harburt. M. J. Murray
R. L. McDonald. Domingo Baca,
Fisher. W. H. Sanders. Clarke Gatlin,
Anastacio Torres. Alejandro Cordova.
The first case tried was that of W,
Ford, arrested for stealing a letter
Ford
from the nostoffice at Alma.
plead guilty to the charge and was sen
tenced to one year ana one aay.
The greater part of the week will be
taken up with United States cases.

(ESTABLISHED 1S8.)

if may be.

'

MKS. JENNIE K. CDOXXEIX,
President of Oakland 'Wonmii'i biding Clnb.

J. M. nOORE

Ask your doctor what he
thinks cf Aycr's Sarsapsrilla.
He knows the formula, so
ask him if there is anything
better for purifying the blood,
strengthening the digestion,
and building up the nerves.
Follow his sdvicc, wnatcver

F. C. Booth

Cronj

Man.
Like a
John H. 8tlngle.
Five years ago a disease the doc
ATTORNET-AT-LACromwell block
tors called dyspepsia took such hold ot Albuquerque, N. M.
me that I could scarcely go," writes
PHYSICIAN
George S. Marsh, well known attorney
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
of Nocona. Texas. "I took quantities
E.
Dr.
J.
Bronton
of pepsin and other medicines but
No. 107 S. First St, Albuquerque, N. M.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.
Reveals a Great Secret.
nothing helped me. As a drowning Room 17, Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.
It is often asked how such startling
man grabs at a straw I grabbed at
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
DR. I. 8AYLIN.
Kodol. I felt an improvement at once
are effected by Dr. Kings New Dis
Physician and Surgeon.
and after a few bottles am Bound and
covery for Consumption. Here's the
Office, Santa Fe Pacific hospital, Albu- well." Kodol is the only preparation
ueroue, N. M. Private hours. 1 to 3 p. m.
secret. It cuts out the phlegm and
which exactly reproduces the natural
ostiltal 'phones: Automatic. 117: old
mucus, and lets the life- digestive Juices and consequently is phone,
81.
giving oxygen enrich and vitalize the
only one which digests any good
the
cough
blood. It heals the inflamed,
food and cures any form or atomacn
Homestead Entry No. 4673.
worn throat and lungs.
Hard colds
trouble. J. H. O'ltielly & Co.; 13. H.
Dr,
Notice for Publication.
coughs
soon yield to
and stubborn
& Co.
Briggs
King's New Discovery, the most infal
Department of the Interior, Land Of
lible remedy for all throat and lung
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., April 12,
CASE DECIDED.
diseases. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
1902.
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all dru&
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
PRESCRIPTIONS I
of a Large EsSon Gets
gists.
lowing named settler ha3 filed notice
o
tate.
of his intention to make final proof In
WINSLOW.
Mutual Telephone 143.
The case of Lee Moor against his support of his claim, and that said
father. Fitzgerald Moor, of El Paso, pro will be made before the register
Albuquerque.
Special Correspondence.
was tried in the district court at Las or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July
Winslow. May 18. A much needed
ago.l
Judge
days
M.,
a
few
Cruces. N.
26, 1902, viz: Juan Benabidez for the
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
rain is falling this morning. Report
Parker has decided the case in favor of kwu of NEW. SEU of NWW. NEU
from sheep and cattlemen ail over the
Judgment
for Df bW and NW of SE',4 of Sec. 9,
the plaintiff giving him a
county is to the effect that rain is
160,000, which 18 considered
x. 9 N., R. 9 E.
needed.
of the father's wealth.
He names the following witnesses to
C. C. Bryant Is in the city from
The El Paso Herald says that the prove his continuous residence upon
Bprlngervllle with a bunch of cattle to
basis of this claim was a promise and cultivation ot said land, viz:
offer local butchers.
made by Fitzgerald Moor to his first
Andrea Romero, of Albuquerque, N.
Hon. G. A. Wolff made a trip to Hoi
wife, the mother of plaintiff, in 187
M., and Jose Tapia, Juan Romero and
brook where he bought a bunch of beef
when Lee was an infant. It seems Manuel Mestas, of Old Albuquerque,
cattle for slaughter at Winslow.
that Mrs. Moore and her husband had N. M.
Bob Walker, a deputy sheriff of Coe
become estranged and there waa some
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
onino county, is in the city this morn
trouble about the division of the proping. Mr. Walker came down to make
SENSE,
LACK COW
They
claiming
half.
erty,
wife
the
a trip out to Hay lake, but .finding
Homestead Entry No. 6796.
senarated and Mrs. Moor said she
roads soft after the rains decided to
Notice for Publication.
People Get Wilful.
the
rear
and
would return to her home
return to Flagstaff.
Department
dog
trust
of the interior. Land Of
re
will
in
a
hold
A
or
even
or
would
cow
horse
father
if
child
the
Mr.
took
Rose,
photographer,
Our
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., May 1. 1902.
This
him.
for
animal
or
estate
fuse
what
to
drink
the
eat
of
the
young
came
lady
who
a
unto himself
Notice is hereby glvon that the fol
to be harmful, but mankind will the father agreed verbally to do as
from Lob Angeles, and was married knows
age
lowing
even
pouring
in
01
named settler uas filed notice
coffee
persist
in
become
boy
after
should
as
soon
the
happy
a
the same day. We wisn them
having been fully assured that it is or he Ehould demand it after that time, of his intention to make final proof 1j
married life.
killing him. Once in a while
The trust was acknowledged In writ support of hia claim, and that said
Lesser & Sawyer have burned a bun Bteadily
wake up and do the sensible Ing afterward by two letters written proof will be made before the probate
dred thousand kiln of brick, of which they
bv Fitzgerald Moor, wherein he admit' clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquer
"
most of them have been sold to the thing.
y"---.
A lady Bays: "Why will people wait ted having made the agreement and que, N. M . on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Santa Fe company.
I did when it is so easy to these were introduced in evidence. T he Alderete. for the W
long
as
as
NE,
Wa
HEi
Manuel Jaramillo is building a new save
the suffering caused by wife, formerly Miss Neely. carried out sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
bouse on East rirst street. It will be coffee oneself
drinking?
After using coffee her part of the agreement and reared
He names the folowlng witnesses to
built of adobe.
years 1 discovered that I was the chi.d, but when the boy demanded prove his continuous residence upon
J. X. Woods has contracted with several
breaking down nervously. I consulted his thi d of the father s estate he re and cultivation of said land, viz:
W. A. Parr for a fine ten room brie
doctors, but In spite of every- funed. hence the action was brought.
Calletano Gurule, Calletano Alder
dwelling house to be built on the cor several
thing, steadily grew worse.
Judge Parker held that the verbal ete, Manuel E de Acuna, ot Escobosa,
ner of Kinsley avenue and Oak street
"One physician advised me to quit
a trust in equity and m. m., and jose u. ijuintana, 01 aiou- .jaw-- -'
to cost about $1.0110. This house will coffee and I tried quitting by the use agreement created
simply the trus querque, N. M.
was
Moor
Fitzeerald
being
modern
Winslow,
be a leader for
of will power, but every time it was a tee of the plaintiff and judgment" was
OTERO,
Register.
MANUEL
R.
in every respect.
miserable failure.
rendered accordingly. ne two letters
Hon. Colin L. Campbell who return
"My stomach was in dreadful shape referred to substantiated and proved
I Homestead Entry No. 7004.
ago
d from California a short time
I was unable to sleep at night,
and
verbal agreement in the view of
Notice for Publication.
after a stay of over a year, has bougl nervous prostration set in and 1 be- the court.
the
the Interest of Mr. Rand of the mm came barely able to drag about.
Department of the Interior Land
were
case
in
attorneys
the
Th
of Rand & Perkins, wool growers, and
Office
N. M., April 28,
"One day while visiting a minister's
Fall. Hawkins and Franklin for 1902. at Santa Fe,
lias gone to the range to take up th wife, a motherly old lady, she proposed Clark,
Ilaynolds,
&
McMlllen
plaintiff
and
cares of the tirin. Mr. Campbell Is
Notice is hereby given that the fol- When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
to give me a cup of coffee, the kind the
Senator Turney, lowing
thorough sheepman and the buslnes .'he had been utdng three times a day of Albuquerque, and defendant.
aTViopit. writ. tn
named settler has filed notice
the
for
Paso,
El
is assured under his ontrol.
of his Intention to make final proof in
years. So she brought out a of As
three
lur
renderwas
judgment
soon
as
the
BELEN, N. M.
John Noble, the big sheepman. vh c up of the most fragrant, delicious bev- support
claim, and that said JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
the court on the application of the proof willof behismade
has spent the wirier In the vicinity of iage. It was coffee and it was not ed
United
the
before
order
an
made
Moor
Lee
Phoenix, has arrived on this tide of the cortee. I tried it and was eager to attorneys forof a ranch in Otero coun- States commissioner at East View, N.
fur the sale
mountain with hia Ids heard. Mr. l.now how it was made. .
ty.
Mexico', together with 1.400 M., on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chaves
Noble paid Winslow a visit lust week.
said, 'Five years ago I was af headNew
for the SW4, sec. 24, T. 6
"She
TA-LIV- E
of
and other property to yN..Gavaldon,
cattle
a
vv.Ui
himself
J
ha
taken
Mr. Noble
quit satisfy the plaintiff's
U. 5 E.
fected much as you are, but
claim.
going
Phoenix
laft
to
wife since
He names the following witnesses
drinking coffee and benan using
to prove his continuous residence upand is in consequence talking v. i:h V.'.
Food Coffee, and that produced
Heavy Frost at Santa Fe.
erecA. Parr, the contractor about the
the result you see and rebtored me to
Despite the prediction of warmer on and cultivation of said land, viz:
tion cf a tiuo Uriel, residence In V, is :ieaitn.
Jose Manuel Montoya, of Chilill. N. Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
for last night by the weather
weather
low.
"She Eaid a lot mote and when I bureau, a heavy frost occurred last M., and Isidoro Perea. Carpio Apodaca
appointed
W. rt. Parr ,ia': been duly
.vent home I got a box of Postum and night which killed tender garden and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
administrator of ih estate cf Thomas 'egan using it. Such a soothing effec t truck, flowers and also considerable N. M.
Albuqueraue niw Mexico.
Flr-t
Street
501 North
Henry Fee. deo aue.i, and has taken took place and began sleeping nights fruit, especially fruit which was struck
MANUEL R. OTERO
charge.
and felt a relief from my awful ner- today by the direct rays of the sun,
Register.
Joseph ji' :nnn. general ir.&'ir..w vous tension. Gradually and surely I says the New Mexican. The temperafor liat bett brothers at Winslow, who i ot well and now feci as strong and ture was down to 9 degrees at 6
has been visiting his family In Califor- healthy as a woman should at my ae, o'clock this morning. At ii o'clock it L. H.
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
energy restored.
205 West Gold avenue,
nia the last two or three weeks, has vith all my
was 'i2 degrees. lee of considerable
and Grain.
"1 earnestly entreat all coffee drink thickness formed, but the ground was
Just returned, looking much bi tter for
Next to First National Bank.
doers to change to Postum. What Is the not frozen. The maximum temperature
his trip. He reports his family
Imported French and Italian
i se of Buffering day and night because
ing nicely out at the coatt.
yesterday was 54 degrees in the sun New & Second Hand Furniture
DEALERS IN
Territorial Auditor W. H. Nichols of some paltry coffee when one has and 45 deurees in the shade. The min
Qoods.
and Household Good.
Stoves
use Postum to imum temperature was 31 degrees. For
taid Winslow a visit last week; ex but to leave it off and
Re
airing
Specialty.
a.
anyone
agree
AND
GROCERIES
LIODORS.
I
mission.
well,
was
will
his
be
and think
amination of banks
tonight and tomorrow warmer weather
Sole agents lor Sao Antonio Lime.
He found Navajo county bank in a with me that health is worth every- is predicted.
Furniture stored and packed for
money,
property
fame."
or
good condition and doing a large bus thing else;
Highest prices paid for
Free delivery to al 1 parts of the city
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
The boycott has proven a failure lu shipment
iness.
Telephone 247.
213, 215, ill North Third Street
second-hanhousehold goods.
every Instance in the United States.
Miss Essee Parr who Is attending Creek, Mich.
germ-infecte-

d
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BUSINESS LOCALS.

Digests

Econcmlza by trading at The Econo-

mist.

what you
Eat

Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
It will pay yo.i to see Hall Lcarn-ar- d
before purchasing a piano.
No tuberculosis preserva'ine or coloring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
Klelnworfs Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. Ah kinds of nice

Dyspepsia Cure

Indipcstion effects so many organs besides the stomach that the
disease 13 sometimes mistaken. Headaches, giddiness, and
Ti
heart trouble are usually caused by Indigestion alone. In such
cases It is the stomach trouble which must be cured. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure restores health by digesting your food while the stomach rests.
Dieting doesn t mean rest but starvation. You should relieve the stomach without weakening the system by denying yourself proper food. With
a sound stomach your other complaints will soon disappear. "After
seven years' suffering from indigestion" writes Mrs. Annie Alcorn of
Merldeth, Pa. "I was cured by three bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure."
na-tu- ro

Cures

All

meat.

Demlng has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or

The f l.bottlp contftlnsiH jjtnpg thejjOc. Hire.

The favorite household remedy for conehs. colds, croup, bronchitisTtrrirne,
throat and lung troubles is ONE MINUTE Cough Cure. It cures quickly!
J. H.

O RIELLY

& CO., AND B. II. BRIGliS & CO

Failpoad Topics
mt
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bouts Is very dry.
ft

M. McPillot, of St. Louis, has accepted a position as stenographer In the
trainmaster's office at Las Vegas.
Shepard, the Santa Fe Pacific base
ball player, has resigned his position
as a machinist helper at the local
shops.
John A. Ross, traveling engineer of
the Santa Fe, with headquarters at
Las Vegas, was around the local shops

Fa-be- r.

L

";

He estimated the
lambing losses at about 30 per cent.
Frank Morgan was arrested for getting drunk, and thereby disgracing an
infantry uniform he wore.
He was
freed this morning.
R. E. Lea-ermdeputy United
States marshal, brought in Victoriana
Taloya from Clayton Saturday evening. He is charged with incest.
The two military companies and tho
yesterday.
two fire companies are figuring on a
Frank Springer is no longer at the parade for Decoration day. An effort
time keeper's c!TUp. local shops. He is being made, bIbo, to get the Las
resigne.l and J. Edgar Strumqulst Is Vepas band out for the affair.
his successor.
A. A. Maloney killeu a snake decorV. S. Fletcher, machinist, will re- ated with ten rattles Sunday, out at
turn to his old home In Toronto, Can- Turkey mountain. His daughter had
ada, in a few days. His family will stepped over the snake and had a narrow escape. Besides this, he got caught
accompany him.
a hard snow storm, making his day
Collins and Cody now have runs as in
eventful.
engineers out cf Alamogordo on the quite
J. Stewart, wife of R. C. StewIsland, lhey formerly art,Lina
El Paso-tcoehead
salesman for the Browne &
on
positions
held like
the Santa Fe.
Manzanares company, El Paso, Texas,
Mrs. W. K. Morley and daughter, died of Bright's disease. Mr. and Mrs.
Helen, family of the general manager Stewart lived in Las Vegas from 1891
of the Southern railroad, with head- to 1896, and were highly esteemed.
quarters at Louisville, passed through Mrs. Stewart was a member of Rans-forto Alamogordo.
chapter. No. 2, order of Eastern
Superintendent F. C. Fox returned Star, of this city.
from Tnpcka, and, it is said, brought
There was a little tangle up in front
along the new time card which will of the postoiuee, in . which Charles
go into effect on June 1. The super- Schlott war. trying to get his horse'out
next to Fred Brefield's team, the horse
intendent was here yesterday.
It. D. Collins, the division foreman, reared and straddled the shafts, throwwife and daughter, have returned to ing' him over against Brefield's horse
upsetttinT the latter. The scrimLas A egas from their California trip. and
Mr. Gibbons has put on flesh and looks mage was lively for a few minutes, but
Schlott's
much better than when he left for his tho only damage done was
horse getting his left hind leg injured.
rest.
au,

k

d

Conductor C. H. Dascomb, on the
passenger run between Albuquerque
and Kl Paso, is taking a lay oft, and
Conductor Harris, of the Silver City
branch, is the substitute for the time
being.

Charles Klein, foreman of the Santa
Fe tinshoD ct Katon. New Mexico, and
his wife and two children, are here for
a visit with filonfls and relatives. Mr.
Klein was around the shops Saturday

afternoon. Topeka State Journal.
Fireman Kennedy was scalded Saturday evening while hoeing out the ash
pan when the engine stopped at Canon-cito- .
He was under the engine and Engineer C. A. Wolf turned on the ash
pan blower and scalded the left side of
the, face and neck.
Last evening a quartette of shop employes sat at tne corner of Th!rd street
street and Gold avenue and sang several songs in fine style, which were
greatly enjoyed by those who heard
them. The boys have splendid voices
and know all the pretty quartette
songs written.
E. A. Andrews, chief clerk to General Storekeeper N. M. Hice, of the coast
lines, will leave in a few days for
Bakersfleld. where he will enter the
service of the Santa Fe oil department.
The Santa Fe's big purchase of oil
lands around Bakersfleld, made last
week, will require a large superintending force. Mr. Andrews will be a member of the force that will look after the
supplying of fuel oil to the coast lines
locomotives:.
His sucessor here is
James Snepard Smith, one of the best
known department clerks at the local
shops.

When doctors fail try Burdock Blood
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; Invigorates the whole system.
o

Brown & Manzanares company have
on exhibition in front of their house at
Las Vegas a box of El Porvenir coal,
cut from a 24 to 30 Inch vein and absolutely free from slate or bone.
When Doctors Fail.

Cure
Mrs. Frank

niasson, Patterson. La.,
"I had malaria
writes June
fever in very bad form, was under
treatment by doctors, but as toon as I
Btopped taking their medicine the
fever would return. I used a sample
bottle of Herbine, lound It helped me.
Then bought two bottles, which completely cured me. I feel grateful to
you ior furnishing surh a splendid
medicine, and can honestly recommend
it to these suffering from malaria, as it
will surely cure them." Herbine.
bottle, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
(.

fcfh, 1901:

Kuppe.

a
LAS VEGAS.

From the
F.

1!.

V.v

oi d.

M'Keeha;, chief deputy

was up fioui Albuquerque

mar-J:aI-

,

Satur-

day.

J. L. Hayes is finite sick, and
H. A. Slaughter, of Dawson,
bns l een s nt for.
Kichan! Dunn and wife have sold to
in.
('hai l, s
for "'" a fine-fiftterest in a iine of real estate near
ct.
Twelfth
The cavalry company bad a picnic
am! drill at Hot Sprint Sunday. The
infantry company drilled at the race
.Mr?.

Every Healthy Boy
likes lo get himself into places of danger,
nence bruises, strains and
sprains. Mother scolds and biings out
the bottle of Perry Davis' Painkiller
and rubs it on the injured spots with
an energy and frequency depending on
the seriousness of the case. There is
nothing like Painkiller to take out the
soreness. There Is but one Painkiller,
Perry Davis'. Price 25c and uOc.
The regular dance at the Commercial club tonight.
Don't Start Wrong.
Don't etort the summer with a lingering cough or cold. We all know
what a "summer cold" Is. It's the hardest kind to cure. Ofteen it "hangs on"
through the entire season. Take it in
hand right now. A few doses of One
Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung
Absolutely safe. Acts at
troubles.
once. Children like it. "One Minute
Cough Cure Is the best cough medicine
I ever used," says J. II. Bowles, Grove-ton- ,
N. H.
"I never found anything
else that acted so safely and quickly."

traf k.

t M. Foraker. United States marshal from Albuquerque, and brother of
Senator Foraker. of Ohio, is in the city
attending to ofiiciai duties.
Edward Noonau and wife, who bad
been here for several months lor the
benefit of their health, left for Denver

and the east.

Sheriff Romero has returned from El
Cuervo and says the county therea

sis-'f-- 'i.

s

fc'7'i'''

7ter

r-o-

and drives out the germ producing poisons which cause the ulcer, and purifies and builds tip
again the deteriorated blood. This is the only true and
R. & G. CORSETS, THE COR- - O
logical treatment for sores of this character.
O SET
THAT
DOES
NOT O
O STRETCH TO BE HAD ONLlf 0
By the use of S. S. S. the ulcer is supplied vith
O AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS O
blood, which quickly allays the inflammation
pure,
strong
O CO.; 90c to $2.50 EACH.
0
OQQfiOflODOOO0OOaCUUv
and forces out all the irritating poisons, and allows the
VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIBsore to heal naturally and permanent!'. S. S. vS. acts
BONS. VELVET RIBBONS.
also as a tonic, and where the constitution has become
BROS.
debilitated and weakened, it restores vitality and strengthens the nervous system, and helps
o
Dentins will bo tne great smelter the appetite and digestion.
S. S. S. contains no Mercury, Potash or other minerals, but is
center. Two large plants will be
guaranteed purely vegetable.
within the year.
Those having a chronic ulcer or sore of any kind that is clow in healing, whether
Triennial Convention,
International
Sunda Schoel Association, Denver, located upon the body or internally, will receive medical advice and such special information
Cclo., January 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of 518.85 for round trip. Tick- as they desire free of cost. Rook on Cancer and Other Diseases of the Blood sent free.
ets cn sale June 24. Return limit July
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA, GA.
5, 1902.
o

OdOOCfOOOOOQOOOQOOOO

ROSEN-WALI-

)

F. L. MYERS, Agent.
A GOOD
Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and
San Diego, 35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and

RELIABLE WATCH
ONLY

FOR

EiKEtRESUHBSSSZCir

visiting her brother, returned to her

home in Denver.
E. W. Ulmer, who had charge of the
dry goods department of the Eagle
drug mercantile company's business,
left to go to Tombstone, where he received a flattering offer. H. E. Wat-kin- s
will take his place here.
H. S. Anderson, of Boston, who has
been spending some time in Clifton,
came down and took the west bound
train for Seattle, where he will establish a large electrical plant.
Bills are posted announcing that the
school election will be held in Lords-buron the second day of June to elect
one trustee, who will hold office for
three years. 11. L. Gammon is the
trustee whose term expires, and he
without opposishould be
tion.
Mrs. R. M. Kedzie and Miss Mary
left for Chicago to spend the summer
visiting relatives.
Her husband accompanied her as far as El "Paso, and
saw her safely off on the Texas & Pacific train.
Esby Wright, the youngest son of D
H. Wright, was taken sick at the ranch
some twenty miles from town. He was
brought into town where he could have
the constant attention of a physician.
The disease proved to be pneumonia,
and for three days this' week it was
thought he could not recover. Dr.
Crocker gave the case close attention,
and now considers bis patient out oi'
danger, unless new complications
should be encountered. His brother.
Har-.ic- .n
D. Wrinht, died of pneumonia
a few weeks ago.
g

J People who
can't eat meat
can eat and
grow fat on
Grape-NuFact!
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AGENTS FOR

return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, May to September, inclusive, 1902. Final return
limit November 30, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
o

I

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,

151.50.

Albuquerque

turn,

$39.00.

to Kansas City and

re-

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.

$4C50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14.
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.

F. L. MYERS, Agent.
o
Just Received
a fine lot of upholstered couches with
J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co. all steel construction. Don't fail to
see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
Furniture Co., west end of viaduct.
LortDSBURG.
Also a fine line of ingrain carpets and
From the Liberal.
art squares, ranging in prices from
wool and all
Mis3 Emily Crocker, who has been $3.50 and up; cotton,

l. r son,

h

gardens.
Buy lots and build In Dcsi'ng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Demlng is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look into Klelnworfs market on
North Third street He has the nicest
MOTHER, TWO AUNTS, AND ONLY A SMALL SORE CAME ON THE WOULD SCAB OVER, BUT t.'OT
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
SISTER DIED OF CANCER
INSIDE OF HIS LIP.
HEAL.
Whson sewing machlucs. Albert
OF THE BREAST.
305 Railroad avenue.
About the first of February, 1899, I
Mr. Jno. Massie, Owensboro, Ky., writes:
vVhy buy high priced lots when you
I linrt n Cancer on my left breast, which noticed a small lump on the inside of my "About
three years ago a blister came on
caused,
great
pain for three or four
can get them cheap In Demlng now,
nie
annoyed
lip.
.,
me
lower
considerably;
It
side of my
right
A.
the
with certain advance assured?
years ai umcsuie the doctor cauterized it and in a few days nose. It grew
steadipains were deep and
We carry tne largest variety of linin spiteof all efforts
shontin.tr.
The ulcer it dropped off, but shortly after another ly
oleums and oil cloths in this city.
discharged yellow and came and broke into an open sore, and in to heal it up; the pain
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
not very severe
rather offensive mat- spite of the large number of remedies 1 was
Demlng needs one hundred new
ter. I had given tip tried, it would not heal. I then went to at first, but increased
houses to supply the demand, and
all hope, as the doctors another, and lie gave me something to when the sore began
disneeds them now. This demand congave me no relief.
put on the sore, 6aying if it did not cure to inflame and At
tinues to grow.
My mother, two he would cut the sore out. I used his charge matter.
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
"Wjitti.i-''atintmedicine, but received 110 benefit. I de- times theplace would
and nn only
?,:
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
died of Cnncer of cided a blood purifier was what I needed, scab over ami appear
be getting well,
North Fourth street, is prepared to
'i V t tlic breast, and I am and began to take S. S. S. The ulcer was to
the scab would
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
satisfied that I, too, growing rapidly, with some pain and a but
' J Ml!
off, leaving a
dressing, treat corns, bunions and inwould tiavc been eone crawling, creeping feeling. At first S. S. drop
growing nails.
She gives massage but for S. S. S. Ifeltsomebetterafterthe S. seemed to make the sore worse, but red, angry looking
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam- first lxttt !e, and after usiuir only seven bot- this soon changed, mid after I had taken ulcer. I had almost despaired of ever
cuie.l. This was several years seven botUcs the place healed entirely ; curing the Cancer when my attention
bini's own preparations of complexion tles,
cream builds up the skin and improves ago but have seen no signs of the Cancer my general health improved and I am as was called to S. S. S., and after taking a
the complexion, and are guaranteed since. I would urpe all who are suffering well now as ever and no signs of the dis- few bottles the Cancer began to gradually
ease have been seen since.
smaller, the discharge stopped, anil
not to be injurious. She also prepares from the disease to give S. S. S. a trial.
V. P Brown.
was relieved of the terrible diaeaiu."
Mrs. James Cassell. Hollands, S. C.
a hair tonic that cures and prevents Echoti, Mo.
dabdruff ind hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
Cancerous Ulcers can be reached onty by a remedy that acts upon and through the
warts and superfluous hair. Give her blood system, and
this is just what S. S. S. docs. It goes to the fountain head of the disease,
a trial.
u

Stomach Troubles.

Prgpmvd by E. O. TvWItt ft Co.. Chlrngo.

develop sometimes from very trilling causes, and when and where you would least expect
them. A boil, or abscess, bum, blister, wart, tumor, mole, or the simplest little pimple
may bo the beginning point of a malignant, frightful looking Cancerous Ulcer.
Apparently there is no difference between a Cancerous and Common Ulcer when
they first make their appearance, and for this reason every ulcer, no matter how insignificant
or harmless it may seem, and all slow healing sores should excite suspicion and cause
alarm, particularly if any of your ancestors ever had Cancer, or
have good reason to
think your blood is impure; for the sore, after all, is only the outgrowth, the external
evidence of polluted blood, and nothing can' check its progress until the cancer tainted,
vitiated blood has been purified. All efforts to heal the ulcer by means of salves or other
external remedies will result in failure, for such treatment can have no possible effect upon
the deadly germs and morbid matter that form in the blood and are carried through the
circulation to the sore.

Milwaukee Mowers, Rakes and Harvesters
ALBUQUERQUE,

wool.'

Dangerous It ueglected.
Nickle case, Stem Wind and Stem Set
Burns, cuts and other wounds often
a good reliable watch. Same watch In
fail to heal properly if neglected and ladies' size, only $2.50, by mail 10c
become troublesome sores. DeWitt's extra.
Witch Hazel Salve prevents such consequences. Even where delay has aggravated the Injury DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve effects a cure. "I had a
running sore on my leg thirty years,"
Wholesale and Retail Jeweler.
says H. C. Tartly, Yankeetown, Ind.
THE DIAMOND PALACE.
"After using many remedies, I tried De
Albuquerque, N. M.
Witt's Witch Hazel S"lve. A few boxes
healed the sore." Cures all skin diseases. Piles yield to it at once. Beware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rlelly &

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

EVER ITT,

Co.; B. H. Briggs

&

Co.

and Walter Fleck
have recovered the "Roosevelt" coal
mine, embracing about fortv acres, two
miles east of Pajarito, San Miguel
county.
D. G. Gillmore

FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

The Union
West

MORELLO BROS.,

Gold Avenue.

X

No Loss of Time.

Used In the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
the market. Recommended by the best
medical authority in the land.

8old exclusively by

Market

207

NEW MEXICO.

WHOLlsAVi"l.KM.KA,f

BS

oeoeooototxe08oot9OKootoa
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & GO

have sold Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years, and would rather be out of coffee and sugar than it. I sold five bottles of It yesterday to threshers that
could go no farther, and they are at
work asain this morning. II. R.
Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
be seen by the above the threshers
were aide to keep on with their work
without losing a single day's time. You
should keep a bottle of this remedy in
your home. For sale by all druggists.
I

jj

Wool

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mezico.

a

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
JHIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clas-

s

MINING OF TURQUOISE.

MS'. GOETTING & CO, Proorletors.
Statistics for the Year 1901 Furnished
by the Geological Survey.
AH kinds of Fresh Meat3 handled.
The Hiin'inl rennrt of
1'nlif.il
States geological survey in speaking of Scu.nyo making a succiaity.
me production or precious atones in
the I'nited States, pays:
J.
".Several new turquoise companies
were formed during the year 19ul, so
Dot.ler la
that seven companies are now actively
engaged in mining that material, anil
are placing it on the market, accompanied by their respective trade marks
as a guarantee that such atones as
,
may change in color may be exchanged
EST RAILROAD AVENUE,
for others. New Mexico Is the chief 20y
"
source of the turquoise supply. During
E, fl. M.
the year 1901 there were produced in
Derainft water is cnemically pure
the I'n.tPd States 1i8,0oij worth of
equal to Polan Springs.
turquoise."

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

work done arid satisfaction guaranteed
Pleas9 write us for prices.
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FOREST RESERVE LAMPS
F 25,000 acres of Forest Reserve Land in
FflR SAI
011.1.,
lieu of which any surveyed public lands
in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
selected. Will sell a3 a whole at a very low price.

FA

HVHP
111
-- '-'

OCOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD

415

Mo-tst-

Street,
San Francisco, California.

0
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

"rV 3

D. Cunningham and wife, registering
from Silao, Mexico, are in the city.
M. M. Cooper, a ranchman of Howe,
N. M., is here on a business and peas-tir-

MM SkMJM

BffiOBW.f.'-W'BSf-

trip.

WITH A PAIR OF THESE
ON YOUR FEET YOU
MAY BE SURE TO HAVE THE
BEST. THEY ARE MADE ON
MUDERN LASTS, OF CAREFULLY SELECTED VELOUR
KID;
A
LEATHER
THAT
DOES NOT SKIN, TAKES A
FINE POLISH AND IS EASY
ON THE FOOT. THEY HAVE
MEDIUM ETENSION SOLES,
ROUND TOES
AND
ARE
SOLID ALL THROUGH,

S

mAws

Xaci-mlent-

$3.50
A MAN

new awnlnir was put up today In
front of the hardware store of 1. J.
Pont & Co. The firm exports to move
into their now quarters (the Schuster
building) in about two months.
Trainmen from the west say that a
heavy snowstorm raged all day Sunday
on the continental divide and further
west, and that the snow was still on
the ground yesterday and Monday.
The Angel camp. Hell canyon, visitors last week, were Dr. Macomber, Mr.
Scott, the popular confectioner, and
Mr. and Mrs. C. (). Young. They speak
highly of Mr. Birnie'B popular rr,sort.
Fred .1. Otero left last night for the
north. It is understood that he will
visit the Otero ranch, up in the
mountains, going via Thornton and Bland, before returning to the
city.
I. R. Hanna, superintendent of forest
reserves in New Mexico, came In from
Santa Fc last night and left for the
Gila river forest reserve. He will return on June 1. Later next month ho
will go to Washington.
Painters are at work on the pnttv
ceiling of the Zeiger Care, and In a
few days this popular resort, over
which Messrs. Qulckel & Bothe preside, will look as clean and nice as
any reFort In the territory.
Mrs. J. V. Edwnrds and Mrs A. M.
Whitcomb will entertain the Grand Army of the Republic and Woman's Relief Corps Thursday afternoon from 3
to 5 o'cIock at the home of Mrs. Whitcomb, corner of Eighth and Tijeras
A

ALWAYS ATTRACTIVE

mm

IS WHAT

HE FEEDS ON

o

street.
Page & Voorhees, who are the new
prescription druggists in the Harnett
building on South Second street, expect to have a fine soda water fountain
In operation in a short time.
Since
opening up they report having enjoyed
a nice trade.
A little daughter of Ellseo Sanchez,
while kneeling at the altar at the San
Felipe de Nerl church last Sunday
morning during certain services, had
her veil catch fire, and In consequence
CO. she
was pretty badly burned before
Nos. 118 and UO South Second St.
the flames were extinguished.
W. F. Dunspatigh, who has been visiting his wife, who is here for the benefit of her health, left last night on the
flyer for New York City. Mr. Duns
paugh thinks Albuquerque a very proLow cut shoes are popular for sum- gressive city and will be back next fall
mer wear. We have them In all the to enjoy the sights of the territorial
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles. fair.
P. Masettl has opened up a meat
Ladies' black kid sandals, new line.
market in the Highands, In the new ad$1.25 to f 1.75.
to Charles Conroy's building,
Ladles' black vicl, Louis and opera dition
corner of Coal avenue and Arno street.
heels, $1.50 to $3.00.
E. B. Huntoon. well known in the city,
Misses' spring heel oxfords and san- and who for the past six months
was
dals, 2,4 to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
employed at the San Jose Market, has
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to been placed In charge.
$1.00.
Merton Smith gave last night a very
simple and beautiful Illustration of
God's love and desires to save. He
spoke with power.
Miss Augustine
sang with he"r
melody and soulBlue Ribbon school shoes 8 to 11, ful expression. sweet
.
Tonight's meeting is
$1.50; 12 to 2, $1.85, at C. May's popu- for men only.
usual ser.
lar priced shoe store, 2u8 West Rail- vices 3:30 in theTomorrow'
Baptist church;. 7:45
Doming, the gateway to the beBt road avenue.
'
in the tent. This noon a meeting was
part of Old Mexico.
Whltson Music company can sell you held at the shops.
,.
Window shades in all colors and pianos that have been sold In the
terri-torA. Vanderwort, who represents a
Widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
for twenty years. People know
Boston wool purcuaslng'house, Is
Doming, the railroad center of New the quality of their goods. They are large
In receipt of a letter from F. J.
Mexico.
the genuine articles. No imitation.
Molbrook, stating that good rains
Payments only $10 per month.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
have recently visited thei ranges
Deming
In
the demand for rental around Holbrook and that lambing and
IVES, THE FLORIST.
houses is five times in excess of the shearing is progressing nicely.
Mr.
In Deming another good l.ote Is supply.
Wattron also states that the wool clips
needed to accommodate the enormous
Just received a large shipment of of the Holbrook sheep raisers will
Increase of population.
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert come up to the usual average this
READ OLU ADVERTISEMENT.
spring.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
ROSENWALD BROS.
Wax Beans. San Jose Market.
Paul Yrisarri, who Is ranching In the
o
Do you want stylisn and durable
neighborhood of Pinos Wells, has been
shoes for your children and do you obyou
In Deming
can buy lots for $100 In the city a few days purchasing
ject to paying a very long price for which will pay you 100 per cent in less ranch
supplies. He expects to return to
these qualities? Then try a pair of our than twelve months.
the ranch in a couple of days. Mr.
Yrisarri says his section of country
has been visited by some fine rains
On beginning our 2ith year in Albuquerque we propose to give a 20 per
cent discount on every cash sale (on diamonds 15 per cent) during the month the past few weeks and that the sheep
of May.
are looking fine. Lambing was very
good, a fair average of those dropping
being saved. On his return to the
ranch Mr. Yrisarri will commence
shearing his sheep.
W. H. Hahn. the East Railroad avenue coal merchant, accompanied by
Felix Lester, returned from an Inspection of his flock of sheep in the
mountains last night. He is interested in the sheep industry with
George Kaseman. the deputy LTnited
States marshal, and reports the flocks
in fine condition under the personal
the price of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
supervision of ine ranch foreman,
of May. Eveiitt. the Diamond Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 per ct.
Louis McKae. He found the sheep in
fine condition, and says the ranges
were visited by a fine snow storm on
Our goods are mostly marked in plain figures. Cut out this coupon and
bring It with you; it will be accepted as
the purchase price of auy Sunday.
article In our store (diamonds 15 per cent), thus a $10.00 watch can be bought
tor $8.00 and one couixm. All other goods the same.
T TT"1 TZ T rT""T'
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Fail to get some of our fresh salmon
L
' V
Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
steaks tomorrow, small channel catfish
.
II
Just right for frying, fresh barracuda,
hi
flounders, sea trout. Spanish mackerel,
by express Thursday morning.
fresh
9 Fine ripe strawberries
"If will tvmt to knoll ulmt a mil it I u tlreameii mm uvnr
,y express
tliii tiftnntt. iA' to nee Stein llliH-- Clothes."
every morning
San Jose Market.
The better the food the better Is the
man that eats it. A man who wishes
to be healthy will buy hla foods where
he knows he will get them pure and
high grade, and our reliability in this
line is unquestioned.
Our canned
goods are the best made; our cereals
and breakfast foods from the choicest
kernals, and our fancy and staple
goods are without a peer.

J. L. BELL

1902

21
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l'eople Likes.
Matchless Values.
1Vices

SALE OF

II

Lace and M uslin

I

Curtains
For One Week Only.
One of those

that Housekeepers are quick
There's a ring to these values that will
sales,

RIGHT-ON-TIM- E

to take advantage of.
surely interest you. Our entire Stock of Lace Curtains will
be sold at a reduction of 25 per cent,

In .Addition

We will place on sale 170 pair Lace Curtains which we purchased
at half price, which will be sold same way. All Tapestry and
Chenille and Silk Stripe Madras Curtains, will be sold at 25
per cent reduction.
All kinds of Table Covers

at a Reduction of 25 per cent

Do Not Miss This Sale Of All Sales.

Oxfords and Slippers

CITY NEWS.

H

Sole Agents for Standard Patterns.
Mail Orders filled same

HlflVn Goods People Wants.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co's

&

T. MUENSTERMAN.

(I
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New 'Phone

Old 'Phone
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152

59.

J. W. Edwards

LOOK INTO IT!

Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.
Progressive

Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than
who wants to know all about the merits of the
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer
ing is made to sell on its flashy appearance.
spection. That kind is not to be found here.

I Also Bell Monuments

Office and parlor- -

1 11

N. Second

8
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$10

y

Wat-tro-

CUTIT WILL.
OUT
THIS
PAY YOU

Man-zan-

20

o

PER CENT

One-fift-

one-fift- h

S
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YOU WANT?

X

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

QQ
3 8

g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g g
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GENTLEMENI
Our selection of over two thousand

spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.
Deming has now a large Ice plant

and electric light system under

con-trac-

0X3O0900000000XQ
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'Summer
Underwear
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We quote a few of the many
styles of lightweight underwear
which we now have for men:
A nice white Hallr!srt;an suit
of underwear, only $1.00.
A fine French UalbriKKan suit
of underwear, ouly $1.50.
Fancy Ualbriggan (very swell)
suit of underwear, only $2.50.
A fine fancy Lisle Thread suit
of underwear, only $3.50.
A fine Lisle thread (blaek)Miit
of underwear, ouly $2.50.
UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.
BOYS' REX CALF SHOES,$1.50
WALKOVER SHOES FOR MEN
ONLY $3.50.

E. L. WASHBURN.

Dressmaking parlor,

road avenue.

Statenood.
Strawberries

r,l

West Rail-

o
15c.

San Jose Market.

VJ

1

f"

TV

$12

-

Mf

L

$15
ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your Inspection. More than hava
ever been displayed under one roof before in New Mexico;

Also an Immense

Line of New Boys' Suits

to which we call particular attention!
in two and three piece Suits at

We have all the new things

money-savin-

prices.

g

SIMON STERN.The

R. R. Ave. Clothier
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Whitney

Auction.
Sale of an extraordinary fine lot of
household furnishings at the home of
Ivan Grunsfeld. 520 West Copper avenue, next Tuesday afternoon, at 1:30
o'clock sharp. Absolutely nothing reserved as the family are going to New
York to live.
The sale consists of
kitchen utensils, splendid range and
boiler, dishes, gas stove, nas heater,
gas fixtures of the bouse, base burner,
oak dining table, 8 leather dining
chairs, revolving card table and 4
chairs, ball mirror and bench, beautiful brass bed. combination ward robe
and folding bed. mahogany dresser.
chetTonier, writing desk, tables, and
parlor cabinet, gilt center table, onyx
and brass stand with ornament. 3
green velour and 3 satin mahogany
parlor pieces, 3 parlor lamps, couch, 2
brussels and 1 wilton velvet carpets,
sofa pillows, pictures, kodak, portieres,
trts of Dickens, Collins. Shakespeare.
Hugo, and Dumas' works.
There Is
simply a house full of beautiful things
that will positively go.
Call and see
goods Monday before sale. Nothing at
private sale.
H. S. KNIGHT. Auetioncir.

VjT

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. M. imNOW,
209 South Second street, few doorf
north of fcstofflce.
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MONEYTOLOAN
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hND TELEGRAPH CO.

to serve a customer
clothes he Intends to
and us. Some clothIt will not stand In-

Company

SIDEBOARDS!
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
We have on hand 20 different
styles of SIDEBOARDS, and to
make room for a car which left
Chicago on the 14th, we will
quote 20 per cent discount on
these boards for the next 20
days.

WE .SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
PLUMBERS

O.W. STRONG

7

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
AND TINNERS.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
South First street.

Phones:

&

SONS

Aut. 248; Dell. 85.

OCOXXDOOOOX)OOOOOCOX)OOOOC
In Deming good sate loans can b
had at better rates than In the old es
tabllshed towns.

20

20

0OeK)00C00Of0000

Albuquerque, N.

STOVE REPAIRS.
Borradalle & Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Ruppe's drus store open all night
every night

COXXDOC)OC)OC)OC)C)CXXXXXX3CXXX)0

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BROJ., Proprietors.

Wedding :Cake :a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
baking.
guarantee flrst-claa- s
207 S.

First street, A'buqjerque.

N. M,

